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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

Earthquakes have and will continue to occur around the world inflicting

great losses on societies both in terms of lost human lives and pro

perty losses. The severe earthquake of 1964 in Alaska and the

moderate earthquake of 1971 in San Fernando, California, accounted

for nearly 200 deaths, thousands of injuries and a combined property

loss of approximately 1 billion dollars. An earthquake in San Francisco

of a magnitude similar to the 1906 earthquake could cause death and

injury to thousands and property losses in the billions; such an event

has a high probability of occurrence. Can these expected losses be

minimized?

The degree of losses suffered from earthquakes is amplified due to

lack of any premonitory signs or seasonal characteristics associated

with other natural disasters such as tornados and floods. This random

characteristic of earthquakes makes it necessary for the Disaster

Preparedness Agencies and the society in general to estimate the

degree of exposure they have to possible future earthquakes and take

necessary actions well in advance to minimize the loss of life and

property.

In recent years, considerable work has been done to determine or pre

dict the exposure of regions to future earthquakes. Some of the work

has been directed toward determining long-term seismic exposure based
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on historical seismicity of the region (ambient seismicity) and

others have been directed towards short-term prediction of large

earthquakes. The results of the former type of studies are already

available for certain regions. Short-term earthquake prediction is

expected to become possible within the next quarter century or even

sooner.

The degree of usefulness of the ambient seismicity information or a

short-term earthquake prediction depends on the society·s ability

to utilize this information to decrease the potential loss from the

forecasted earthquakes. Responsible governmental agencies have already

issued reports on how to guard against death or injury from future

earthquakes (e.g., Disaster Preparedness and Meeting the Earthquake

Challenge). Similarly, procedures to reduce the expected property

losses from future earthquakes should also be developed. While some

studies on possible modification schemes have been published, property

owners are presently without a comprehensive guide to decisions on

the protection of their property from earthquake damage.

1.2 Need for Methodology

In a region exposed to high ambient seismicity or for which a specific

short-term earthquake prediction is made by credible sources, the

owners or the administrators of structures in the exposed area face

a decision as to what course of action to take to minimize the potential

loss to their property and danger to occupants. In the case of a short

term earthquake prediction, possible socia-economic chaos following
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the prediction will make the problem very far reaching and complex.

The decision-maker will require answers to the following questions

as well as a methodology for reaching a rational decision based on

these answers:

What are the possible improvement schemes applicable to

the bui 1di ngs?

How much will each of these schemes cost?

· How much will each of these schemes reduce losses if the

predicted earthquake occurs?

Which scheme, including doing nothing, will minimize

expected losses?

In case of a short-term earthquake prediction, is there

time to implement the most beneficial scheme?

· Is financing available for improvements and if so, on what

terms?

Can earthquake insurance be obtained?

Is the building's present insurance policy adequate?

· Could it be worthwhile to invest in improvements even though

the predicted earthquake may not occur?

Presently, no methodology exists describing how to answer these

questions and how to use the answers in deciding which course of action

to take for minimizing losses. As the ability to successfully determine

the ambient seismic hazard at a site or to predict specific earthquakes

is realized, the need for such a methodology increases. Therefore,

society has to develop the methodology to utilize the seismic hazard
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information in mitigating the earthquake losses so that the infor

mation can be used if and when it is available.

1.3 Objective

The objective of this study is to develop a methodology to aid owners

of existing buildings in seismic regions in deciding what action to

take to minimize their expected losses due to future earthquakes.

Development of such a methodology requires consideration of the following

items:

Probabilities: Seismic hazard at a site due to ambient seis

micity or due to a predicted earthquake has to be defined in

probabilistic terms. Significant parameters defining the

earthquake effects at a site (e.g., peak ground acceleration

or intensity) should be associated with appropriate return

periods or probabilities of occurrence. Specific short-term

earthquake predictions should include a confidence factor as

well as appropriate probability distributions of the significant

parameters.

Type and extent of expected earthquake damage: In the develop

ment of a method to rationally decide which, if any, modifica

tion scheme should be used, it is important to classify the

type and extent of damage (structural or non-structural) expected

from a given earthquake to the specific building. The information

from earthquake damage histories for similar buildings provides
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some of the necessary input for identifying areas most in

need of modification. Fortunately, some efforts have been made

in recording the nature of the damage resulting from past

earthquakes (5, 6, 14, 36, 40, 47).* The data from these

must be organized into a format useful in the decision analysis

procedure. Further damage information can, of course, be

obtained by an engineering analysis of the specific structure

under study.

Evaluation of possible modification schemes: The major pre

requisite for success in diminishing loss will be the develop

ment of feasible modification schemes for various structural

types. There are many factors which will have to be considered

in determining the feasibility of modification schemes, whether

temporary or permanent:

. There are schemes that mayor may not affect the

structural integrity of the building, but which could

prevent injury or loss of life.

Modification schemes must consider damage to non

structural as well as structural elements .

. Manpower, materials and equipment must be available in

the necessary quantities.

For obvious reasons, time available from prediction

warning to implementation of the modification procedure

is a critical factor.

Economics will undoubtedly playa significant role in the

*Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in Section 4.
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comparison of possible avenues of action to diminish

the expected loss due to a future earthquake. Any

modification scheme will require cooperation in terms of

financing, insuring and constructing the modifications.

Whether sufficient cooperation will exist after an earth

quake prediction must be examined. Inflation and interest

rates must be considered in the evaluation of the losses

due to future earthquakes.

The process considering the factors described above can be summarized

schematically as shown in Figure 1. This study attempts to describe the'

steps involved in this process and, in doing so, evaluates the feasibility

of developing such a decision analysis methodology.

1.4 Scope

The work presented in this report is Phase I of a two-phase study. The

purpose of Phase I is to study the feasibility of developing a Rational

Decision Analysis Methodology to evaluate possible modification schemes

for existing buildings exposed to a predicted earthquake. In this

phase, the parameters involved in such a methodology are identified.

Available procedures to determine the expected earthquake hazard at a

given site are studied, and a methodology to apply the results of these

procedures to the decision-making process is presented. A procedure to

calculate the damages to various components of a building due to

different levels of ground shaking is developed. To provide flexibility

for future development, the indirect damages related to events like
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fire and substructure failure and their respective probabilities

are also included in the methodology.

A computer program (DAMSTAT) is developed to automate the calculation

steps for the proposed methodology. A description and listing of

this computer program are presented in Appendix C. Appendix 0 describes

an application of DAMSTAT to a hypothetical example.

The usefulness of the methodology greatly depends on the ability to

estimate the damages to the building due to a given earthquake intensity.

In order to successfully estimate the expected damage, a study of the

performance of similar buildings in past earthquakes is necessary. In

Appendix B, a method to generate damage matrices from historical damage

data is developed. The method is applied to masonry buildings, and a

number of damage statistics curves are generated for four classes of

masonry buildings.

One of the building types of great interest is the older masonry Type III

low-rise building. This building type is prevalent throughout the

United States and has been found to be highly susceptible to earthquake

damage and occupant injury. An extensive literature search was performed

to gather information on the performance of these buildings during

previous seismic events. Results of this literature search are reported,

and the major weaknesses of this type of construction are identified in

Appendix A, together with various possible improvement schemes.

Phase II of this study, if undertaken, will involve a further refined

development of the proposed methodology and will apply it to the study

of various common building types.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

2.1 Outline of the Proposed Methodology

The methodology to evaluate and reduce the available information to

a meaningful form to the decision-maker for selection of the most

feasible structural improvement scheme is presented schematically in

Fi gure 2.

The first step in this process is determining the seismic hazard

at the specific site under study, i.e., determining the probabilities

of occurrence of various levels of ground shaking at the site during a

certain time period. In regions with known history of seismic activity,

available techniques can be utilized to determine the "ambient seismic

hazard" at the site based on the local seismological, geological and

geographical data. The end result of this step is a probabilistic

description of the expected earthquake activity at the site for a given

period.

In the case of a short-term earthquake prediction, the authorized

agencies should provide the probabilistic description of the expected

earthquake, including the probability distributions for magnitude,

location of the epicenter and the focal depth. From this information,

seismic hazard at a specific site due to the predicted earthquake can be

estimated in a fashion similar to the ambient case.
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The next step involves the estimation of damages to the building

due to each level of intensity of ground motion. These damages can

be estimated by utilizing relevant statistical data from past earth

quakes or by performing an analysis of the building. In either case,

engineering judgement and experience must be exercised.

Finally, the seismic hazard information for the ambient and the predicted

cases is combined with the damage estimates to determine the expected

values of damages for each modification scheme. Monetary values of damages

expected to occur in the future are converted to present values and then

combined with the expected damages due to short-term predicted earthquake

and the cost of the improvements. Resulting values are the present

values of the total expected losses for each modification scheme.

The decision-maker, presented with the expected values of losses for

each possible scheme, has to consider these values along with other

factors such as availability of funds, time limitations, insurance

coverage, liabilities, lawsuits, and other possible subjective considera

tions in order to finally select one scheme for implementation. The

present study concentrates only on the monetary values of the expected

losses. Treatment of other factors is left for Phase II studies.

2.2 Decision-Making Process

In the previous section the basic methodology to calculate the expected

values of losses for each modification scheme was outlined. It should

be emphasized that expected value is an artificial quantity which never
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occurs in the real world. It is found by multiplying the possible

outcome of each scheme by its probability of occurrence and adding

all the products. However, expected value is a convenient and consis

tent measure for comparing alternate schemes.

In the event of a short-term earthquake prediction, the decision-maker

will have several options available, including doing nothing, selling

the property, buying insurance or strengthening the building to various

levels of resistance. However, for the purposes of this Phase I study,

the following simple example can be used to demonstrate the decision

analysis process.

In the simplest case the decision-maker is confronted, in the event of

an earthquake prediction, with two main choices, al and a2: al repre

sents doing nothing, and a2 represents modifying the structure. After

choosing one of the possible courses of action one of two possible out

comes 81 or 8 2 can occur: 81 representing no earthquake occurring, and

82 representing the predicted earthquake occurring. These events have

associated probabilities of P(81) and P(82) respectively. Also for each

outcome there is an associated monetary consequence (or loss) V(ai ,8j )

which is a function of the severity of the expected earthquake and the

ability of the structure to withstand damage.

For each course of action, the expected monetary value (or cost) emv (a i )

can be written as follows:
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emv (a,) = C, + p(e,) V (a"e,) + p(e2) V (a, ,02)

emv (a2) = C2 + p(e2) V (a2,e,) + p(e2) V (a2,e2)

where,

C, , C = Cost of implementing the chosen course of action a,2

or a2, respectively.

If the decision is made purely on the basis of expected monetary loss,

as assumed above, then the course of action with the smallest emv will

be chosen.

2.3 Determination of Seismic Hazard

Seismic hazard at a site is the likelihood of occurrence of various

levels of ground shaking during a specified time period.

The ambient seismic hazard at a specific site can be determined by first

evaluating the seismic hazard at the potential earthquake sources in the

vicinity of the site (e.g., developing the recurrence relationships for

the neighboring faults) and then determining the seismic hazard at the

site through appropriate attenuation relationships.

Evaluation of the seismic hazard at a site due to a predicted earthquake

requires a knowledge of the expected location of the epicenter, focal

depth of the earthquake, probability distribution of the magnitude, and

an appropriate attenuation relationship valid for the geologic conditions

between the potential earthquake source and the site.
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For a given structure, the damage expected from an earthquake is a

function of:

1) the characteristics of the ground motion at the site;

2) the resistance or strength of the structure.

The characteristics of the ground motion at the site of interest can

be described by a combination of the following parameters:

1) intensity, given in terms of anyone of the several intensity

scales.

2) peak values of the ground motion at the site (displacement,

velocity or acceleration).

3) spectral values of displacement, velocity or acceleration

for the given building.

In this study, peak ground acceleration (pga) is used as the parameter

describing the level of earthquake intensity at a site. This parameter

is commonly used by engineers and can conveniently be related to the

expected damage from an earthquake. For a given building and a value

of peak ground acceleration, probable damage to the building can be

estimated either through analysis or through an evaluation of the statis

tical data collected from past earthquakes.

Seismic hazard analysis procedures have been developed to determine the

probability that a site will be subjected to certain levels of peak

ground acceleration during a given time period (2, 15, 20, 24,37).

Probabilities associated with a certain number of peak ground acceleration

levels (or ranges) can be calculated by these procedures to form a
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probability vector for the peak ground acceleration levels. This

vector will be called Ppga .

Example:

pga 1evel pga range (g) , probabil ity

1 0.00-0.05 r0.012 0.05-0.15 0.05
3 0.15-0.25 0.10
4 0.25-0.35 lO.20 = Ppga5 0.35-0.45 0.30
6 0.45-0.55 0.20
7 0.55-0.65 l0.10
8 0.65- 0.04

Each number in the Ppga vector is the probability of at least one

earthquake, with corresponding peak ground acceleration level, occurring

during the specified time period. The number of the peak ground accelera

tion levels to be used depends on:

1) the accuracy with which the probabilities can be calculated;

2) the accuracy with which the damage to the building at each

level can be estimated;

3) the structural characteristics of the building; and

4) the relative importance of the physical damage to the

building with respect to other factors such as loss of human

1i ves, 1aws ui t costs, etc.

For an older unreinforced brick building without any ductility, three

peak ground acceleration levels corresponding to small, medium and large

earthquakes may be sufficient, whereas for a high-rise steel building,

the selection of a higHer number of peak ground acceleration levels

similar to the one given in the example above might be justified.

-15-



Ppga vectors can be developed for any given time period. If a given

building has an expected economic life of 30 years, this life span can

be divided into, say, 6 periods of 5 years each. Then Ppga vector

developed for five years represents the earthquake hazard during each

of these periods. This Ppga vector will be called the lI ambient Ppga
ll

vector.

In the case of a short-term earthquake prediction, a separate Ppga
vector can be generated using the prediction information. This informa-

tion should include the expected location and depth of the earthquake,

the probability distribution of the magnitude, and an appropriate

attenuation relationship.

earthquake will be called

The Ppga vector obtained for a predicted

II predicted P II.pga

2.4 Damage Statistics and Evaluation of Total Expected Loss

In the previous section, it was noted that peak ground acceleration

levels could be related to the expected damages due to an earthquake.

It is almost impossible to accurately determine the total damage ex

pected to be induced on a building by an earthquake with a given peak

ground acceleration level. However, with use of proper judgement and

experience from past earthquakes, reasonable estimates can be made.

In order to simplify the process of damage estimation, the damages

must be cl ass i fi ed according to the type, cause and the II sub-system ll

of the building by which they are incurred.
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In general, damages can be classified in two basic groups:

1) structure related damages: damages incurred by

various parts of the bUilding.

2) extra-structural damages: damages due to deaths,

injuries, lawsuits, loss of income from the building,

etc.

The latter type of damages is extremely difficult to quantify and, at

times, controversial. In this part of the study only the structure

related damages will be considered. Inclusion of the extra-structural

damages in the methodology will be left for the Phase II studies.

2.4.1 Classification and Evaluation of Structure Related Damages

In the simplest form,the structure related damages can be expressed

as a ratio of the monetary value of the damages to the total monetary

value of the building (Damage Ratio). The monetary value of the

damages and the total building value can be expressed in several dif~rent

ways which may, under certain circumstances, vary greatly from each

other. Damage value can be based on insurance losses, loss as defined

by the cost to bring the structure back to its pre-earthquake condition

(not new), or on loss as defined by actual repair costs. The building

value can be'based on replacement value, market value (before or after

earthquake), or assessed value.

In this study, the monetary values of damages will be based on the

actual repair costs. Building value will be expressed in terms of the

actual replacement value. However, any combination of the definitions
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for the damages and the building value can be used to express the

damage ra ti as.

To simplify the process of damage estimation, buildings can be divided

into major parts, or II subsystems ll
• For a high-rise building, the

subsystems can be classified as:

1) Structural (beams, columns, shear walls, etc.);

2) Architectural;

3) Mechanical;

4) Electrical.

This classification is in agreement with the common practice in building

industry.

For an old, low-rise brick building a classification according to

structural elements may be more convenient for estimating damages, for

example:

1) br; ck wa 11 s ;

2) partitions;

3) roof and floor diaphragms;

4) col umns.

In the classifications above, each subsystem can be assigned its own

replacement value. The building value, then, can be represented with

a replacement value vector R:
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Subsystem No. Description Replacement Value ($)

1 Structural 1,500,000

2 Architectura 1 2,400,000
= R

3 Mechanical 1,200,000

4 Electrical 900,000

It should be noted that the sum of the components of the replacement

value vector R must equal the total replacement value of the building.

For a given peak ground acceleration level I, a IIdamage ratio ll vector 01
can be defined with each component representing the expected value of

the damage ratio for a subsystem.

Determination of the damage ratio vectors 01, for different peak ground

acceleration levels, is the most important step in the procedure. As

noted previously, these values can be obtained from the applicable data

from the past earthquakes. In the absence of satisfactory data, the

ratios can be estimated by means of an engineering analysis of the

structure.

During an actual earthquake, two very similar buildings located next to

each other are very likely to suffer different amounts of damage due to

minor differences, local soil conditions and various other reasons.

Therefore, statistical damage information for certain types of buildings

is usually given as a distribution of different levels of damage.

Expected values of the damage ratios can be calculated from this infor

mation as follows:
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Percentage of Buildings with (01)

Indicated Damage Ratio Expected
SUbsystem No. Value

0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00

1 0.60 0.25 0.10 0.05 0.1625

2 0.50 0.25 O. 15 O. 10 0.2375

3 0.70 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.1250

4 0.60 0.20 O. 15 0.05 0.1750

The last column in the above example is the damage ratio vector 01 for

the applicable peak ground acceleration level, I. The expected value

of the damage ratio for subsystem 1 is obtained as a weighted average:

0.00 x 0.60' + 0.25 x 0.25 + 0.50 x 0.10 + 1.00 x 0.05 = 0.1625

After the damage ratio vectors Dr are determined for each peak ground

acceleration level I, then the monetary values of the total expected

damages at these peak ground acceleration levels designated as LI , are

found simply:
_ T

Lr - Dr x R

Further, if a "damage matrix" 0 is formed by assuming Dr vectors as

rows, a new vector L ;s calculated:

Ll
OT

1

L2
oT

1R12= x
L3

OT
3

L4
OT
4

L

or

L = 0 x R
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The vector L will be called lIexpected damage vector ll
•

The final step is to calculate the IItotal expected damage ll by simply

multiplying the expected damage vector with the probability vector for

the peak ground acceleration levels:

Total Expected Damage = pT x Lpga

The last two steps can be combined to give:

Total Expected Damage = pT x D x R
pga

In the preceding, if m is the number of peak ground acceleration levels

and n is the number of the subsystems, then Ppga is a (mxl) vector {or

P;ga is (lxm)), D is (mxn) and R is a (nxl) vector. The final answer

!lTotal Expected Damage ll is in dollars.

2.4.2 Classification and Evaluation of Damages due to Earthquake Induced Events

In Section 2.4.1 a procedure has been described to evaluate the monetary

value of the total expected damage for a given building due to possible

earthquakes. In this procedure, the actual "causes" of the damage are

not identified, or implicit.ly; the damages are assumed to be due to

direct ground shaking.

However, most earthquakes are followed by earthquake induced fires,

landslides or liquifactions, tsunamis and even floods (due to failure

of dams or dikes). In some cases, the damage to the buildings due to

these secondary events can exceed the damages suffered due to actual

ground motion.
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The exposure of a given site to any or a combination of these secondary

hazards, under certain circumstances, can be estimated. For example,

if a building is downstream from an old earth dam, the probability of

total loss due to a flood is the conditional probability of the dam

breaki ng ina gi ven earthquake.

In the following, two earthquake induced events, fire and sub-structure

failure, will be considered. The damage matrix 0 described in

Section 2.4.1. will be modified to reflect the damaging effects of

these two secondary events. The use of the following method is depen

dent on the ability to estimate the conditional probabilities of these

events given an earthquake, as well as the ability to estimate the

damage ratios for a combination of each event with the earthquake.

The method is simple and flexible so that if satisfactory information

does not exist or the user does not wish to consider the secondary

effects, the following steps can be completely eliminated by assigning

zero probabilities to these secondary events.

The damages suffered by the subsystems of a building can be due to

direct earthquake effect only, or it can be due to earthquake combined

with fire, substructure failure (liquifaction, landslide, etc.),

tsunamis or other similar phenomena. If only fire and substructure

failure are considered, then the damages can be due to four possible

combinations of events (damage states) conditional on the earthquake

happening:
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1) damage due to earthquake only;

2) damage due to earthquake combined with fi re;

3) damage due to earthquake combined with substructure

failure;

4) damage due to earthquake combined with both fire and

substructure failure.

If fire and substructurefailure are assumed to be independent events

and they are assigned conditional probabilities (i.e., probability of

fire, given an earthquake occurring with a certain peak ground

acceleration level), then the probabilities associated with each of

the four IIdamage states ll can be calculated.

Let:

F = Event that fire occurs

F = Event that no fire occurs

55 = Event that substructure failure occurs

55 = Event that no substructure failure occurs

P{ F) = Probabil ity of fire occurring

P(55) = Probabi 1i ty of substructure failure occurring

Pl ,P2,P3,P4 = Probability of each damage state

Then,

Pl = P (F n55) = P (F) x P (SS)

P = P (F n 55) = P (F) x P (55)2
P = P (f n 55) = P (f) x P (55)3

P = P (F n 55) = P ( F) x P (55)4
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For a given subsystem (e.g. ~ architectural) and a certain peak ground

acceleration level~ if dl~ d2, d3 and d4 describe the expected percentage

damages for that subsystem due to states 1, 2,3 and 4, respectively,

and if each of these states has the probability of occurrence as described

above, then the expected damage for this peak ground acceleration level

can be expressed as:

Expected Architectural Damage = Pldl
4

= L
i = 1

P.d.
1 1

This procedure can be repeated for each subsystem. Each of these

values is a component of the damage ratio vector Dr corresponding to

the peak ground acceleration level I, as described in Section 2.4.1.

It should be noted that the effects of fire and substructure failure

can be completely eliminated, if so desired, by simply assigning

zero probabilities to these events, i.e.,

and

P(F) = a

P(SS) = 0

Pl = 1.0

P2 = P3 = P4 = a

p(f) = 1.0

P(SS)= 1.0
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The procedure described in this section can be summarized in matrix

form:

where:

POS;I = (n x 1) vector, each component of which represents

the probability of a damage state occurring for a peak

ground acceleration level I.

00S,I = (m x n) matrix. A component dos,r(i,j) represents

the percentage damage expected for subsystem i, in

the event that damage state j occurs for a given peak

ground acceleration level I.

01 = Damage ratio vector (m x 1) as described in Section 2.4.1.

m = Total number of subsystems.

n = Total number of damage states. (For the case considered,

n = 4 )

2.4.3 Calculation of Total Expected Losses

For a given modification scheme the total expected loss due to seismic

hazard can be divided into the following components:

1) Cost of modification.

2) Losses due to structure related damages for:

a) Short-term earthquake prediction.

b) Ambient seismic hazard during the useful life of the

bui 1ding.
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3) Losses due to extra-structural damages.

Since the monetary value of the losses is a function of the time

these losses occur, all components should be expressed in terms of a

common monetary unit. The present value of the local monetary unit

(Dollar) can conveniently be used for this purpose.

In this study it is assumed that the selected modification scheme

will be implemented immediately following the decision. Therefore,

the cost of such a scheme can be estimated in terms of IIpresent value ll

directly, by using the present time material and labor costs.

In Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 a methodology to calculate the expected

value of the structure related damages is presented. This methodology

is applicable to both a predicted earthquake and the ambient seismicity

case provided that the probability vector for peak ground. acceleration

levels (Ppga ) is given.

For the predicted earthquake case, the calculation is straightforward

if the prediction period is assumed to be short compared to the useful

life of the bUilding. With this assumption, present values can be

used in the replacement value vector (R), and the expected damages are

calculated directly in terms of present values.

No earthquake prediction can be made with 100% confidence. Therefore,

the expected loss due to a predicted earthquake should be reduced by

a II confi dence factor ll before it is summed with the other components.
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For the ambient case, the procedure can best be explained with an

example:

Assume that a building with a certain modification scheme

is given and the expected useful life is 30 years. This

life span can be studied in 6 periods of 5 years each.

For each of these 5 year periods, the vector P a (probability. pg

of peak ground acceleration levels) is identical. By using

this Ppga vector and the present value of R (replacement

value) vector the expected loss for a 5 year period can be

calculated in terms of present values. This value of

expected loss represents how much the losses would be if the

seismic hazard expressed by the Ppga vector for a 5 year

period had happened at present time. Next step is to answer

the question: IIHow much would the same damage be worth in

terms of today's money if it were to happen in the middle of

each 5 year ti me period?1I

If the inflation rate (or the rate of increase of the cost

of repairs) is lIi" per year, a certain amount of physical damage

worth "0 11 dollars today will be worth 1I0n" dollars in n years

where On is given by:

o = Dein
n

In order to have On dollars available to do the repairs at the

end of n years, "Opn" dollars should be invested today with a

return rate of "pll per year.
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o ein =

Then,

o = 0 epn
n pn

From the two equations above:

o epn
pn

= D ein = 0 e(i-p)n

epn

or,

D = 0 e(i-p)n
pn

where Dpn is the present monetary value of expected damages

occurring n years from today.

The last relationship can be applied to damage estimates for each

time period and summed to obtain the present value of the expected

loss for the useful life of the building.

The Total Expected Loss is the sum of the cost of modifications,

expected losses due to predicted earthquake, and the present

value of the expected losses due to ambient seismicity during

the useful life of the building, i.e.,

TEL = C + D + L Dm p _ pn
n-n l ,n2·· .

where:

TEL = Total expected loss

Cm = Cost of modifications

Dp = Expected losses due to predicted earthquake
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Dpn = Present value of expected damages if they

occurred in n years from now

nl ,n2... =Time in years from today to the middle

of each time interval

With the methodology described above, the total expected loss for

various modification schemes can be calculated. These values then

can be used to identify the economically most feasible modification

scheme.

As noted in Section 2.4, losses due to extra-structural damages are

not considered in this study and will be considered in Phase II studies.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Discussion

The objective of thi~ two-phase study is to develop a methodology to

be used by building owners or managers as a decision-making tool in the

selection of the economically most feasible course of action to minimize

their financial losses from future earthquakes. Phase I work described

in this report was undertaken to study the feasibility of developing

such a methodology.

In Section 2 of this report, a rational decision analysis methodology

to evaluate possible seismic improvement schemes for existing buildings

is described. Based on this methodology, a computer program (DAMSTAT)

was developed. The flow chart and the computer listing of this program

are presented in Appendix C.

To check the practicality of the program IIDAMSTArt' , several hypotheti

cal example problems were studied. One such example is presented in

Appendix D. In this example, a hypothetical building with a present

value of $5.9 million and a useful lifetime of 20 years is considered.

Seismic hazard due to a predicted earthquake as well as the ambient

hazard is taken into account. It is assumed that there are three

possible schemes (including doing nothing) to be considered and compared

for final selection. The results of the computer analysis for this

problem are summarized in Table 1. Four different cases representing
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different combinations of earthquake hazard with fire and substructure

failures are tabulated. These results are also plotted as shown in

Figure 3.

Table 1 and Figure 3 are the typical analysis results to be presented

to the decision-maker. From Figure 3, it can be seen clearly that

Scheme No.2 minimizes the total expected losses due to the predicted

and the ambient earthquake hazard. Therefore, if the decision-maker is

going to make a decision purely on the basis of this economic compari

son, Scheme No.2 will be selected for implementation. However, for

the specific example shown in Figure 3, the decision-maker may wish

to analyze an intermediate scheme between Scheme Nos. 2 and 3, which

may reduce the total expected loss even further with a nominal initial

cost increase over Scheme No.2.

As part of this study, a panel of consultants in the economic, financial

and real estate fields was formed. The objectives of the study and

the outline of the proposed methodology were described to the panel,

and the opinions of the panel members were solicited on the following

basic questions:

. Is there a need for the methodology being developed by

this study?

If the methodology is further developed, will the building

owners be willing to use it as a tool in their decision-making

process?
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

CASE COST/BENEFIT SCHEME NO.
NO. 1 2 3

COM 0.0 0.5 2.0
1

TEL 7.2 2.9 3.8

COM 0.0 0.5 2.0
2

TEL 6.0 2. 1 3.2

COM 0.0 0.5 2.0
3

TEL 6.6 2.5 3.4

COM 0.0 0.5 2.0
4

TEL 5.4 1.6 2.8

NOTES:

1. COM = Cost of Modification ($ Millions)
TEL = Total Expected Loss ($ Millions)

2. Case numbers correspond to the following:
1 = Probabilities of fire and substructure failure are considered.
2 = Probability of fire is disregarded.
3 = Probability of substructure failure is disregarded.
4 = Probabilities of both fire and substructure failure are disregarded.
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What other segments of the building and financing industries

may have use for this or a similar methodology?

The responses to the first two questions were affirmative. It was

agreed that building owners presently did not have any rational tool

to analyze the economic cost-benefit relations for various alternate

schemes. It was suggested that the use of such a methodology by

building owners should be strictly on a voluntary basis and any regula

tion attached to the studies (similar to OSHA regulations) would dis

courage the use of the methodology. It was also suggested that the

methodology could be applied to new construction at the design stage,

in order to determine the most cost-effective performance levels above

and beyond the levels provided by building codes. The potential use

of the methodology by insurance and financing companies was thought to

be a good possibility.

3.2 Conclusions

The work described in this report intended to study the feasibility of

developing a rational decision-m~king methodology to be used by building

owners (or managers) in seismically active regions. The methodology

would be a tool in the selection of the economically most feasible

course of action to protect their investments from earthquake hazards.

The approach adopted to study the feasibility of developing such a

methodology was to attempt developing a preliminary methodology that

could be applied to realistic problems. Opinions of the potential users
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of the methodology were also an important factor in the conclusions

of the study.

In this report, a preliminary methodology has been developed and

described. The process has been fully computerized and successfully

applied to several realistic problems. Opinions of the panel of

consultants from economic, financial and real estate fields have indi

cated that there was a need for a rational decision-making methodology,

and it woul d be used by bui 1ding owners and managers as well as the

financing and insurance industries.

Therefore, it is concluded that there is a national need for the method

ology this work has attempted to develop, and futhermore, such a method

ology can be developed and applied to practical problems. Hence, it is

recommended that Phase II studies be conducted for further development of

the ideas and procedures described in this report.

Phase II studies should refine and further develop the ideas and pro

cedures described in this report. The following subjects are recommended

for further study as part of Phase II work:

1. Incorporate seismic hazard determination procedures into

the methodology.

2. Develop actual damage matrices for a number of building types

from past earthquake data. Efforts should be made to include

the effects of earthquake triggered events on the damages

(e.g., fire, flood, soil liquifaction, etc.).
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3. Attempt to develop analytical models for predicting

earthquake damage on structures. Describe the methodology

for developing damage matrices in the absence of statisti

cal data.

4. Incorporate "extra-structural" or non-physical damages, such

as loss of life, injuries, lawsuits, lost wages and rent,

and insurance into the methodology.

5. Further study the improvement schemes for various building

types.

6. Apply the methodology to an actual building.

A proposal for the Phase II work is being prepared by Earthquake Engineering

Systems, Inc., and will be submitted shortly following this report.
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Appendix A

DAMAGE TO TYPE III BUILDINGS IN PAST EARTHQUAKES
AND POSSIBLE MODIFICATION SCHEMES

A.l Description of Type III Buildings

The particular group of buildings designated as Class C in many of the

older building codes and as Type III in the Uniform Building Code (39)

is defined by R. R. Marte 1 (36):

Class C or Type III buildings - ordinary masonry construction;
i.e., .exterior masonry bearing walls with interior load-bearing
construction of wood, steel or masonry. Partitions, roof, and
floor framing may be wood. Type III is not confined to brick;
yet, at the time of earthquake (Long Beach, 1933), practically
all Type III buildings in Long Beach were brick construction.

Type III buildings constructed prior to 1933 are of special interest,

since these buildings were designed for gravity loads only, without any

necessary consideration for earthquake resistance. Due to its construc-

tion simplicity this type of structure was very popular for buildings of

one to four stories in height. As a result, thousands were built during

the pre-1933 period, and most of these buildings are still in use.

A typical pre-1933 Type III building has exterior walls (12 to 13 inches

in thickness) made up of three wythes of brick (1). The outer wythes

are fully bedded in mortar while the inner wythe is usually made up of

rubble or pieces of broken bricks. The mortar has been sloshed into this

interior space without any special effort to fill the voids. The sand

and lime mortar employed for the wall construction is exceedingly variable

in strength and quality. In some cases, it has varying amounts of cement.
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The floors and roof framing may consist of either wood joists or

nailed wood trusses. These members bear on pockets provided in the

walls. In most roofs,the interior wythe stops at the ceiling line in

order to provide a sill for support of the roof framing. In some

cases, cripple studs are used to raise the roof framing above ceiling

joists to provide an attic space. The floor and roof framing members

are usually tied to the walls with T-bar anchors spaced at six to eight

feet.

When steel or wood girders are used, these are also set into pockets

provided in the walls. At these locations, the walls are thickened to

form pilasters.

In order to carry the brick masonry over large wall openings, steel beam

headers are provided. However, these beams are merely seated on the

brick and are not anchored to the wall by any positive means such as

straps or bolts. Typical detail drawings for these Type III buildings

can be found in Figure 1 of Reference 1.

A.2 Background

As noted in Section A.1, prior to 1933 Type III masonry buildings were

designed without any consideration of seismic resistance. After the

destructive Long Beach earthquake of 1933, the Riley Act was adopted so

as to establish minimum standlrds for earthquake resistance. However,

the provisions of this act were not made retroactive, and they applied

only to new construction. During the same year, the State of California
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adopted the Field Act, setting standards for earthquake-resistant

design of public schools.

Also, with the lessons learned from past earthquakes and a recognition

of the hazard in old masonry buildings, various cities have passed

"parapet laws" requiring that hazardous parapets and cornices be either

strengthened or removed. Thousands of such buildings in the City and

County of Los Angeles have had such corrections made. The results of

the program undoubtedly saved many persons from injury or death during

the San Fernando earthquake of 1971 (35).

Some cities in recent years have passed regulations requiring demolition

of hazardous buildings or the rehabilitation and repair to meet existing

standards for earthquake resistance. The program undertaken by the City

of Long Beach, California, in 1959 is an example.

Presently, over 20,000 pre-1933 buildings exist in the Los Angeles

area (35). Approximately 60% of these are residential buildings; 35%

are commercial and industrial buildings, and warehousing and storage

facilities; and the remaining 5% are hospitals and meeting or assembly

hall facilities. The continued use of these buildings without any

strengthening involves very large risks in terms of loss of property and

human 1i ves.

Within the next section, the findings of an extensive literature search

on performance of these buildings in past earthquakes are presented. This

provides an identification of major structural problem areas and causes of

fai 1ure.
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A.3 Description of Damages to Type III Buildings

As a part of this study, a literature search was performed to obtain as

much information as possible on the performance of Type III brick

buildings in past earthquakes. The objective of this effort was to

understand the behavior of these buildings during earthquakes, and to

identify the major weaknesses of this type of construction. The findings

of this study were used to develop a list of possible fixes and modification

schemes to improve the performance in future earthquakes.

The general patterns of failure of unreinforced masonry buildings

reported for different earthquakes are quite similar. The various authors

describing the damages due to the Santa Barbara earthquake of 1925 (6),

Long Beach earthquake of 1933 (36) and San Fernando earthquake of 1971 (1)

gave similar descriptions of damages and agree on the major weaknesses

of this type of building.

One of the most commonly described type of damage is the failure of the

parapets, cornices and ornamentations and their lethal shower of debris

onto the sidewalks. This hazard was recognized after the Long Beach

earthquake, and improvement programs have been undertaken by some cities

as noted in Section A.l. Exterior walls have suffered various types of

damages. Most of the walls which survived the reported earthquake without

total collapse had permanent displacements in both the longitudinal and

the perpendicular directions. The former were caused by shear failure

in the form of diagonal cracking, and the latter was caused by failure of

the ties to the roof or floor diaphragms and/or by lack of flexural
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strength of the wall in perpendicular directions. In some cases the

outer wythes of bricks fell off due to lack of ties or bond between the

brick layers. The failure of walls was almost invariably associated

with the poor quality or deterioration of lime mortar, the lack of

ties and headers between bricks, and/or the low quality of bricks and

workmanship. It is interesting to note that front walls with large glass

window openings suffered minimal damage even when other walls of the same

building failed. The reasons for this behavior have not been clearly

explained, but flexibility of these walls and the support provided by

adjacent buildings have been suggested. In general, buildings adjacent

to other buildings suffered less damage than buildings that were not

attached to any adjacent buildings.

Floor and roof framing separated from the walls and therefore failed to

provide the diaphragm action which is vitally necessary for wall support.

Some roof collapses were reported due to the loss of support when the

walls separated. In some cases, failures at floors were reported where

the stairs were rigidly connected to the floor framings. In these in

stances, stairs acted as diagonal bracing inducing large concentrated

loads on the floors.

One report (1) noted that the extent of damage was not proportional to

the maximum ground acceleration experienced at the site. Damages

suffered by buildings in areas recording 9% of gravitational acceleration

were similar to that suffered by buildings in areas recording more than

twice that acceleration. This points out the brittle nature or the lack
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of ductility in the brick walls, i.e., when the shear or flexural

capacity of the masonry is exceeded, the walls crack and parapets fall,

regardless of the intensity of the actual accelerations beyond the low

fail ure 1eve1.

Reports and conclusions about the effect of soil properties on the extent

of damage vary and sometimes are contradictory. Reference 36 concl udes

that in the Long Beach earthquake of 1933, the damage to buildings on

soft, waterlogged soil was somewhat less than to those on more firmly

consolidated soil. Alternatively, in Reference 48, it is noted that the

most destructive damage occurred to buildings on soft ground in the San

Francisco earthquake of 1906.

From the observations described above, the major weaknesses of this

type of building can be summarized:

1. Brick masonry walls do not have any vertical or horizontal

reinforcement. Therefore, they do not have any significant

flexural capacity in perpendicular direction and have low

shear capacity in their own plane.

2. The deterioration of the commonly used lime mortar causes

loss of strength and bond between bricks, resulting both in

the spalling of brick layers and a complete loss of shear

strength.

3. There is no mechanical tie between bricks, or orthogonal

bri ck wa 11 s.

4. There is no bond or anchorage between the headers above wall

openings and the wall.
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5. Reinforced concrete bond beams at floor levels are inadequate.

6. Floor and roof construction lacks the strength and detailing

to act as a diaphragm. No diaphragm chords or collector

members are provided.

7. Roof and floor framing members are not tied to the walls

adequately.

8. In some instances, low quality bricks have been used.

9. Quality of workmanship greatly affects the performance of the

buildings, and in many cases this quality has been poor.

A.4 Improvement Schemes for Type III Buildings

A.4.l General

In Section A.3, the typical damages to Type III buildings in past earth

quakes are studied, and major structural deficiencies of this building

type are identified. Most of these deficiencies can be fixed, and the

building can be upgraded to various levels of earthquake resistance. The

extent of repairs and improvements depends on the following factors, among

others:

1. Occupancy: The repairs and improvements required for a

pUblic assembly building (e.g., a theater) can be very

extensive whereas a smaller degree of improvements may

be acceptable for a storage building.

2. Time limitations: In case of a short-term earthquake

prediction, the lead time may not be sufficient to

complete extensive improvements and repairs, therefore
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requiring temporary fixes.

3. Economic considerations: In many cases, especially where

danger to human lives is minimal, a smaller degree of

reinforcement may be justified on the basis of cost-benefit

relationships. The methodology to evaluate these cost

benefit relationships is given in the main text of this

report.

The modifications can in general be classified as (1) temporary, or

(2) permanent.

A.4.2 Temporary Modifications

These modifications can be done quickly at a reasonable cost. The main

objectives are to prevent a total collapse of the building or its various

parts (walls, parapets, etc.) and to minimize the danger to human lives

as well as the financial losses. The following are possible temporary

modifications:

1. shoring interior and exterior spaces where danger of

falling debris exists;

2. shoring or bracing window and door openings;

3. external or internal bracing of brick walls' perpendicular

to their plane;

4. providing temporary timber posts at outer walls to support

the floor or roof diaphragm;

5. providing temporary in-plane bracing for the exterior

walls;
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6. shimming or wedging the gaps between interior frames and

the exterior walls and the gaps between adjacent buildings

to prevent "hammering;"

7. tyi ng down, anchori ng or removi ng the buil ding contents

which can create a falling hazard;

8. using cables to brace walls and/or diaphragm.

A.4.3 Permanent Modifications

These modifications require a reasonable time for design and construction.

The modified structure may be required to conform with the latest earth

quake resistance requirements for new buildings. Some of the possible

permanent modifications are:

1. creating new floor or roof diaphragms by plywood overlay

over the existing diaphragms or by cross bracing in the

horizontal plane and providing new chord and collector

members (ties);

2. anchoring exterior and interior masonry walls to the

di aphragms;

3. removal or strengthening of masonry walls which lack

adequate strength to resist earthquake loads perpendicular

to their planes;

4. in-plane bracing of masonry walls or installation of new

shear walls;

5. installation of tie-downs for overturning on walls or frames;

6. removal or anchorage of interior or exterior parts of

building which are falling hazards.
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Appendix B

DAMAGE STATISTICS FOR MASONRY STRUCTURES

B.l General

In the following, a procedure to develop damage matrices for a class

of buildings using statistical data from past earthquakes is presented.

This study was conducted for EES, Inc., at Stanford University, Stanford,

California, under the supervision of Professor Haresh C. Shah.

B.2 Procedure

The study is based on actual data reported in the literature for a

number of earthquakes. Subjective terms used by reporters to describe

the quantity and the extent of damage are treated as follows:

Quantity:

Single, Few

Some

Many

Most

Damage:

Sl i ght

Moderate

Heavy

Des truct ion

Total Damage
(Call apse)

5%

25%

50%

75%

5%

10%

40%

, 90%

100%
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Masonry buildings are classified into four groups:

Masonry A: Engi nee red reinforced masonry with good material s

and good workmanship. Designed to resist earthquakes.

Masonry B: Reinforced masonry with good workmanship and

materials. Not designed to resist earthquakes.

Masonry C: Unreinforced masonry with ordinary workmanship

and materials. Not designed to resist earthquakes (Type III

buildings) .

Masonry 0: Poor materials, such as adobe, and poor workmanship.

Little or no earthquake resistance.

Data from the following earthquakes are considered in the study:

1) Owens Valley, March 26, 1872

2) San Francisco, April 18, 1906

3) Hawke's Bay (New Zealand), February 3, 1931

4) Long Beach, March 10, 1933

5) Imperial Valley, May 18, 1940

6) Kern County, California, July 21,1952

7) Skopje, Yugoslavia, 1963

8) Lima, Peru, October, 1974

9) Caldiran, Turkey, November 24, 1976

10) Guatemala, 1976

11) Chile, 1913 through 1966.

For each of the above earthquakes mean damage ratios (MDR) applicable

to each of the four building classes are determined for various intensity
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levels, and plotted on logarithmic paper as shown in Figures B-1 through

B-4. The curves shown in the figures are obtained by regression analysis.

On Figure B.l, curves corresponding to mean damage ratios for structural,

architectural, mechanical and electrical damages are shown in addition

to the total mean damage ratio curve. These curves were obtained by

assuming the following distribution of the damage:

Structural damage

Architectural damage

Mechanical damage

Electrical damage

B.3 Illustrative Example

= 40%

= 50%

= 7%

= 3%

With the curves relating mean damage ratios to intensities determined,

damage vectors with any number of peak ground acceleration levels can be

generated. Table B-1 shows a representative damage vector for Type A

masonry buil dings. The peak ground acce lerati ons (A) are related to the

Modified Mercalli Intensities (I) using the following formula by

Trifunac:

Log A = 0.014 + 0.31

B.4 List of References Used for Appendix B Study

1. "Elementary Seismology,., Charles F. Richter, 1958.

2. "Regional Earthquake Risk Study,1I technical report, M& H Engineering
and Memphis State University.
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3. IICaldiran Depremi Raporu, Haziran 1977, Ankara ll (translated from
Turkish).

4. II A Study of Earthquake Losses in the San Franci sco Bay Area, II

U. S. Department of Commerce (NOAA), 1972.

5. "Damage to Buildings in Lima, October 1974 Earthquake," Javier
Pigue, MIT, January 1975.

6. liThe Skopje, Yugoslavia Earthquake," American Iron and Steel
Institute.
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Tab1e B.1

EXAMPLE DAMAGE MATRIX FOR MASONRY TYPE A BUILDINGS

MEAN DAMAGE RATIO
MMI

pga
( g) Structural Architectura1 Mechanical Electrical

4.6 0.025 O. O. o. O.

6.6 0.10 O. O. O. O.

7.6 0.20 0.005 0.006 0.001 0.001

8.2 0.30 0.023 0.030 0.004 0.002

8.6 0.40 0.047 0.060 0.008 0.003

8.9 0.50 0.066 0.085 0.011 0.005

9.2 0.60 0.090 0.110 0.015 0.007

9.3 0.65 0.098 0.120 0.017 0.007
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Appendix C

COMPUTER PROGRAM "DAMSTAT"

C. 1 Description of the Program IIDAMSTAP

The methodology described in the main text of this report was fully

automated through the development of a computer program (DAMSTAT) coded

in FORTRAN language. An effort was made to present input and output

information in a simple, tabular form so that results could be understood

and evaluated by persons without any knowledge of computers or computer

programming.

Table C.l shows the "flow chart ll for the program IIDAMSTAT II . Section C.2

presents the complete listing for the program and the associated sub

routines. Output from the program for a hypothetical example problem are

presented in Appendix D.

C.2 Li sting of the Program IIDAMSTAT II

(See the following pages.)
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INFO.

1=1

SCHEME COUNTER

PREDICATED
E.Q.

INPUT

DAMAGES FOR

PRED. E.Q.

OUTPUT

& STORE

AMBIENT
E.Q.

INPUT

1= I 1

NO

DAMAGES FOR

AMBIENT E.Q.

YES

TABLE C-1 FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM DAMSTAT c-'l..



1=1

CASE COUNTER

J = 1

SCHEME COUNTER

TOT

LOSS

COST OF

SCHEME
+

EXP. LOSS

PRED. E.Q.
+

EXP. LOSS
~---.

AMB. E.Q.

1----_--+ I =I ... 1
NO

TABULATE

RESULTS

J:;J+1

TABLE C-1 (CONTINUED)



c

c

c

c

c

c

c

C

C

c

C

c

c

C

c

p~OGRAM DAMSTAT ( INPUT. OUTPUT )

COM~O~I 8LOG I RV(4), NLIFE, NPER. N5CH, CSCHl61

CALL DATAl

DO l'JO 1= ]. ~.SC-;

pCIf,)T 1
C'LL PRFDICT I
CAL L ii Mf:H EtH I

1;.;0 COl'iT If\,UE
C!\LL sur/;MARY

1 FOR II-A T ( 1 H 1

STOP
Et\ID
SU890UTI~~E DATAl

COMMON I ACCEL I NPP, PPGAP(10), NPA, PPGAA(l(1
COMMUNI BLDG / ~V(4), NLIFE, NPER, NSCH, CSCH(6)
COMMON/ PRED / PPRFD
COMMON/ MONEY / DIOT( 6,2,4 ), RD
DIMENSION TITLE(j)

READ J. TITLE
PPIr'.'l 2, TITLF

RFAO 3. ( RV(I), 1= 1.4 )
Po IN T 4
PRIRT 5, ( RVer), 1= 1, 4 )

READ ~. NLIFE. ~~EP

pOINT 7, f\!LIF~

P1"<INT P, NPER

RFAD ], PINF, RI~T

PRINT 20, PUlF
PPII'd 21, ::<PJT
Pi! = RINF - RIi'H

RFAD 6. i\lSCH
PQINT 9, i\lSCH

READ], (CSC .... <lI, 1= 1, f\lSCH)
PoINT 10
DO 100 1= 1, NSCrl

100 PRINT 11, I, CSCH(I)

Rf.\O 3, popE0
REt\D 6. \lPP
PRINT 12, PPREl)
PPINT 13
DO 110 IP= 1, NPP
RFAD 3, LOw, ~IGH, PPGAP(IP)
PRI~T 14, IP, lO~, ~IGH, PPGAP(IP)

110 COt'HI~UE

REAO (,. ~IP A

pp U,1 1~
PPI!':T 13
Dc Ito IP= 1, NP~

R~AD 3, LOw, ~IGrl, PPGAA(IP)
PPlf\;" lLf' IP, LOI,,!, f-<IGH, PPGAl:'l(lP)

", ('(\-"'1\ll!'



C

C

( 6X. I2,7X, F6.3, 5X. F6.3, Ix, Ft.3
(,11* M18IEI'H PERIOD :* )
(/* DAMAGE STATE CLASSIFICATION :*/,

* 04 rJ AGE 5 TAT E = 1 EAR TH(.) UAKE CAtv] A(: t. 0 j., L Y-:l- I ,
* DAMAGE STATE = 2 EARTHQUAKE + FI~~ OAMAGE*I,
.~ QAMAGE STATE = 3 EARTi-1nUAKE + SU·'STR'!CTU~t: FJ\!LU~f="l-/·

* DAMAGE STATE = 4 EARTHQUAKE + FIpE + SUBSTRUCTURE*.
* FAILURE*I )
/* ANNUAL INFLATION PATE =*, F6.? )
* ANNUAL INTEREST RATE =*. F6.3 )

AS FOLLOW:;
OOLU~kSi~I.
OOLU-\MS* I.
DOLLAKS"I.
I)OLLAf~S* /

VAUJt S ,J\qF
=-:<.F14.2 • .;..<

=>:-,F14.2,*
=*,F14.2,*
=*,F14.2,·~

':.\10 )
IHl, PAle

( 6FI0./) }

(// * REPLACEMENT
( * STPUCllpAL

-:l- tH~CH I TE CTUR AL
* MECHANICAL
* ELfCT~ICAL

615 )
/ * ECO J\ "tv I C L I FE 0 F ell I LD f I\J G =*, I 3, -;:. Y~ M:;> S >l-

* NO. OF TIME fNTERVALS =*, 13 )
1* NO. OF MODIFICATION SCHEMES =*. 11 )
1* SCHEr"E t-iO.*, 4X, * COST (DOLLARS) * I
5x, 12, 10X, F12.2 )
IHl,ll* FREDICTION PERIOD*I* CONFIDENCE OF PPEDICTIO~ =*.
F 6.3 )

{111X,*PG~ LEVEL*,4X,*FROM (G}*,4X,*TO (G)*.4X.*PRO~A8TLITY

1 H}h'MAT

2 FOpMAT
3 F'iPtvlAT
4 FnRMAT
5 F!)~fv4j, T

j

2
3

6 Fr;PHAT
-, F0R"1kl
6 FtjR!'-1AT
g FnRt,1AT

lO FCJRMAT
11 FCRHAT
12 FORMAT

1
13 FN.iMAT

1*/ }
. 14 F r, R /" AT
is FeRMAT
16 FORMAT

I
I-
J
4

':i
20 FORt-lAr
21 FORiv1tT

C

c

c

R;:TURN
Ei"D
SU8POUTINE OATA2 ( NP

COMMON/DAM/DS(4,~,10)

COMMON/HAZARD/ PF(lO), PSS(lO), PS(4,lO}

c
READ 6, PFfIPh PSSCIP}
pp lid 7. IP
PPI~T 61, PF(IP}. PSS(IP}
CALL STATES (IP)
PRINf M
PRINT 9, ( PS(I,IF), 1= 1, 4 )

C
Of) 190 11= 1, 4-
Rt::l'.D 10,( OS(II,J,rP}, J= 1, 4 )
I~(II.£Q.l) PRINT 11, ( DS(II,J,IP), J= 1. 4
IF(II.EO.?,) PRINT 12, ( DS(II,J,IP), J= 1, 4
IF(II.EQ.3) PRINT 13, ( DS(II.J,IP), J= 1,4
IF(II.EQ.4) PRINT 14, ( DS(II,J,IP). J= 1, 4

C
190 CO~,;T INUE
2CO cnNTINuE

C
C

6 Fijpr,~iq ( 2F10.0 )
7 F0RMAT (/* PGn LEVEL = * , 12 )
8 FnRMAT (* DAMAGE STATE ~O=*,lOX,1Hl, 9~,lH2,9X.IH~,9x.lH4)

9 F0PMAT (* PRURAB1LITY=*,10X,F6.3,3(4X,Ff.3»
.~O FnRf\lflT ( 4Fl·).') }
,] i;" (1 RI..., A1i {* STRL. UM·I. RAT 10 *, 4 (4 X•F6 • ]) )

;, Fnl;:;JMAl' (* ARC>"" DAM" RATiO *.4(4X,F6,,])}



13 FnRt·1 AT
14 F()PM:cq
01 F"RtvrH

1

(* M£C~ JAM. RATIO
(* £ LEe. i) A~.1. pAT I 0
( 1* PRORu~IlITY OF

* PPOBi\2IlITY OF

*, 4(4X.F6.]»
*, 4(4X.F6.J»

F I~E =*. F6.:31.
s. S. FAILU~E =*,

C

c
C
C

C

C

C

C

c

C

C

C

C

C

c

c

RCTUk1\;
E'\f)

SU8ROUTINE Di\HAGc (IP. "T)
COM~ON/DA~/DS(4,4.10)

CONI-.40NI hlDG 1 PV(4), NLIFE. NPER, :\JSCrl, CSCH(h)
COMMON/HAZARO/ PF(lO). PSSCIO). PSC4.10)
DIMENSION OTP(4)

Dn 100 K= 1. 4
OTP(K)= C

100 CONTINUE

un 2 ,j 0 1= 1, 4

On 190 K= 1. 4
DTP(I) = DTP(n + DS<I,r<,IP) * PSP<dP)

1GIl CONT INUE
200 COfiTINUE

[jT = 0
On 3(;01= 1, 4

OT = OT + nTPCI> * RVCr)
3:;0 CONTINUE

RFTURi\:
E~!D

SUBROUTINE STaTES CIP)

CCMMON/~AZARDI PF<lO}. PSS(1(\). PSC4,1f)

PF~ = 1. - PFIIP)
PSSN = 1. - PS5(IF)
PSCl.IP) = PFN * FSSN
PS(?,IP) = PF(IP) * PS5i',
PSC],IP) = PFN * PSS(IP)
PC;(4,JP} = PF<IP) * PSSCIP)

RFTUR~,

E'iD
SUHPOUTINE PREDiCT ( NSCH )

COMMON 1 ACCEl 1 NPP, PPGAPCI0), NPA, PPGAACl0)
COMMO~I MONEY 1 UTOT( 6,2,4 ), RG
DIMENSION nTOll( 4 )

pp I NT 1, ~J5Crl

CALL wORKER < NPP, PPGAP, DTOTl )

DO InO 1= 1, 4

OTOT( NSCH, ), I ) = DraTl( r }
l:jO CO~lTII\UE

1 F0QMAT IHi,* SC~EME NO.= a. 12, 1* PREDICTIC~ PFPIOD ••• * / )
R~TURN

E\jC
SU8ROUTINE AMRIENT C NSCH )



c

c

C

CO~r,~ON/ MO~!EY / DrOTl 6.2.4 ). RD
DIMENSION DTUTL( 4 )

p q I f\ T 1. ~'J S Crl
Ct>.LL,oJOPK,tP (;'!p.1. PPC,A;'.• !H0TL )

!)(' leG 1= 1. 4

DTDT( ~SCrl. 2. I ) = DTaTl( I )
1.:0 COI\ITINUE

C

C
IHI. * SCHEME NO. = *. 12. /* AM8IENT PE~IOD ••• * /

C

C
C

c

c

R!='TURI\
E".IO
SUBPOUTINE SUMMARY

COMMON/ gLOG / RV(4). NLIFE. NPER. NSCH, CSCH(6)
CO~MONI PREO / PPHEO
COMMONI MONEY / UlOT{ 6,2.4 ). PO
DIMENSION TLOSS(~), CoTOT(6)

pqnn 1
00 lCO 1= 1. ~SC~

Or) 100 J= 1. 4

DTOT( I,I'J ) = PFPEO * DTOT( I.l.J )
1 ')0 cmn INUE

0 1
) 2nO K= 1. 4

GO TO ( Ill. 112. 113. 114 ) , K
III PPINT 11

GO TO 120
112 PRINT 12

GO TO 12'1
113 Pplt\·T 13

GO TO 120
114 PQINT 14

c

c
120 CONTINUE

PRINT 2iJ.
PRIJ\:T 21.
P? H,l 22,

1.1= I, !'J5CH)
CSCH ( I ), 1= 1. j\JSCH )
UTOTl I,I,K ), 1= 1, NSCH )

C

c

C

c

c

C

C

00 130 1= 1. NSC~

130 TLOSS(!) = CSCH(I) + oTOT( I,I,t< )

MiL IFF: = !'IL IFF:
DELTAT = ANLIFE / NPER

DC 140 11= 1. NPER
TI~E = II ~ DELlAT - DELTAT I 2.

DO 145 1= 1. i"SCci
C'lLL CONVERT ( TPJE. DTeT( I,2.K ), CDTOI( I ). R,' )

14 S CON T f!\: UE

II. ( CDTOT(I), 1= 1, NSCH ) )

DO l~O 1= I, NS(H
TL055(I) = TLnSS{I) + (DTOT(I)

1SO COI\IT INtJE

..... ..., .. ~ .. ~



2CO COi\fTII\UE
1 Ft)q~pT (

11 Fnp~l,q (

C

c

c

! 2 FI)P:,\,:''- T
13 FCRMi.'.lT

I
14 F('R~AAT

1
?O F(1PNPT
21 Fr;~MAT

22 Fn~d~AT

23 FnFd"'iq
24 FGRMAT

IHl, *SU~~ARY OF A~ALYSIS FOLLOw~* )
11* CASE = 1*1* F!RE AND SU8ST~UCTU~c FATlUc~ *.
*rO"15 1Ct::F<EC-;:-/)
11* CASE = 2*1* PPOBA8ILITY OF FIRE rIS~cG~RDED*1

( 11* (.u.S::: = 3*1* PPOHM-HlITY OF ::'Li-i:::.H.:LiCTURt:';'.
* FBILURE DISREGAROEO* j)

( 11* CASE = 4*1* PP08A8IlITY OF dOTH FIRE AND *.
-:l-SlJ8STRUCTURE F(lIlURE DISREGARIJED*I )

( * SCrE~E NO. :*, ]8X,4( I8,7X ) )
( 1* COST CF MODIFICATIO~*, gX,4( 2X.Fl3.2 ) )
( 1* UAMAGE FROM PREC. E. Q.*, 6X'~( 2X. F 1 3.i ) )
( * DAMAGE F~OM AMP. PER. =*,12, 4X,4( 2X, F13.2 ) )
( 1* TOTAL EXPECTED LOSS*, lOX,4( 2X, F13.? ) )

C

C

R~~TUKN

E\IO
SIJBROUTINF i!lORKE~ ( !'JR. PPGA. DTOTl )

COM~ON/~AZARO/ PF(lO). PSS(lO), PS(4.10)
DIMENSION PFllltl), PSSIClO), PPGA(lCd, DTOTlUd

NeAsE = 1
C!\Ll OATA2 ( t':P

C
On 3uO 1= I , If)
PF 1 <l ) = PF ( 1 )
PSSI(I) = PSS (U

300 CONT H~UE

C
':10 DrOT = C.

10 =
C

leO Cl1lL DAMAGE ( IF, DT
DT = OT* PpGA( IP )

DrOT = OTOT + DT
C

IF IP.EQ.NP) GC TO 2n O
C

c

I~ : IP + 1
Go TrJ 100

2 r; 0 CO f\! T {N UE

~,J( Ast: = t!.
Oi) 4(;0 IP = 1. II,
P1="(IP) = c.
(tiLL ST~TES (IP)

4; 0 COf\] TI NUE
GO TO 90

C

c

210

DTOll
GO TO
PRINT
ppnT

( NCJ'SE ) = DIOT
( 210,41Q~510,610

1, NCASf
? 1)10T

) NCASE

C
41:i p::: IN T 3, ": CA:::. F.:

pond 4, !JTOT
!'Jc,ll, SE = 3
on SOO IP = 1, IG
PF(IP) = PFl(YP)
PSS(IP;i = n.

'-,; c ,"'::'>



c

c

c

5~jO CONT INuE
GO T0 90

510 PPINT ]. NCASE
pq Hd 5. DTOT

!-)CASe = i.+

00 600 IP = 1. 10
PF ( I P) = ,).
PSS(lP) =).

Cl~LL STATES <r p )
6'}O CnNTINUE

GO TO <=in

610 PPI~T 3. ~CASE

PRINT (:-. DlOT
C

c

1 FORMAT
2 FnRMAT

1
2

3 FnplviAT
4 FORr4t>T

1
S FiIPr-~.4 T

1
2

6 FrJPMAT
1
2

( 11* CASE =*, 13 )
<lH .*TOTAL EXpECTED DAMAGE ~ITH*I.

* FIRE AND SUBSTRUCTURE *1,
* FAILLRE PROBABILITIES AS SHOwtl ={:·.F14.2.~· LO!I_Aj?S.'~)

(//IH .*C~SE =*, 13 )
<lH .*TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH *1.

* PRGdABIL!TY OF FIRE DISREGARCED =*.FIU..c.'< LJO,.!_~~r<5.'q

UH .*TOTilL EXPECTED OIH.:lAGENITH ·;~/.

* PRC~A8ILITY OF SUBSTRUCTURE *1,
a FAILLFE DISREGARDED =*,Fl~.2.* Unl L~Ps.a)

(lH ,*TOfAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH *1,
* ~RCdABILITY OF 80TH FIRE AND */,
* SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE DISREGAROED=*.F14.2.':· lJOLLARS.*)

C
C

C

RI= TUR/\,.
E~!O

5 U8 R0 UTI 1'1 E CO 1\1 VE to< T ( T, XP. XT, R[) )

XT = XP * EXP ( RC*T )

PC-TURN
E'·JD

•



Appendix 0

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

O. 1 Example Problem

In order to demonstrate the practicality of the computer program

1I0AMSTAT II
, a hypothetical problem was considered for evaluation. Even

though the input data were hypothetical, an effort was made to make the

data as II rea listic ll as possible.

In Section D.2 a computer print-out of the example problem is presented.

The print-out is self-explanatory and expected to be understood without

any specific knowledge of computers or computer programming.

In the first page of the print-out, the general data are listed. For

this example,four subsystems (structural, architectural, mechanical,

and electrical) were selected. The replacement values for these sub

systems are assumed to be $3 million, $2 million, $0.5 million and

$0.4 million, respectively, resulting in a rep1ace~ent value of

$5.9 million for the whole building. The building is assumed to have a

useful life of 20 years and this time span is studied in 5 time periods

of 4 years each (ambient period). The annual rate of inflation is assumed

to be 7%. Interest rate (or rate of return on investment) is taken 10%.

These two values are used to estimate the present dollar value of damages

from future earthquakes.

Three possible courses of action are considered. The first one is a

0-1



"do nothing" scheme with an initial cost of zero. The second scheme

is a minor modification or temporary bracing scheme which costs $0.5

million to the owner. The last scheme represents a major upgrading at

a much higher original cost of $2 million. The second page of this

print-out lists the available seismic hazard information. This infor

mation is presented in two parts. The first part defines a predicted

earthquake. The confidence of the prediction is assumed to be 0.85.

Probability distribution of the predicted earthquake over several levels

of peak ground acceleration is shown under the column titled "probability."

The second part of the seismicity data represents the probability

vector for the ambient period. This vector corresponds to a time period

of four years. It should be noted that probability vectors can be

defined for any number of peak ground acceleration levels. On the same

page, classification of four "Damage States" are given. These states

are referred to in the following pages with numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Starting on the third page of the print-out, probabilities of fire and

substructure failure and the damage matrices are listed for each scheme

and for predicted and ambient seismicity.

At the end of each damage matrix, expected values of damages for the

specific schemes and the seismicity vectors are listed for four

different cases. These four cases provide flexibility in evaluating the

results and allow for subjective considerations, e.g., if one owner

does not wish to consider probabilities of fire or substructure failure

0-2



he will base his decisions on the Case 4 results.

Once the expected values of damages due to two seismicity vectors

(predicted and ambient) and three different schemes are calculated, these

results are summarized in a tabular form. In this table, expected loss

components are listed for each scheme and the four cases. These

expected cost components are in terms of today's money and they have

already been modified for the confidence of prediction and the interest

and inflation rates. Final results are the IITotal Expected Losses" for

schemes 1, 2 and 3 for each case. If the owner chooses to ignore pro-

bability of fire and substructure failure he will consider the following

values from case 4 for his final decision:

Scheme No.

1 2 3

Initial Cost 0.0 0.5 2.0
(million dollars)

Total Expected Loss 5.355 1.571 2.822
{million dollars)

Assuming that the owner will choose the course of action on the basis of

the Total Expected Loss, Scheme No.2 will be chosen for implementation.

0.2 Computer Print-out for the Example Problem

(See the following pages.)
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EXAMPLE NO. h ********~********************

REPLACEMENT VALUES
STRUCTUqt:l =
ARChITECTURAL =
MECHANICAL =
ELECTRIcr.... l =

ARE ~S HJLLOi'lS :
300l000.1 0 DOLLARS
200GCOO.QO OOLlARS
50uO~O.OO DOLLARS
400000.00 DOLLARS

E C9f\! 0 1v1 I ell F E 0 F B lJ J L 0 i 1\ G = £> ': Y fAR S
NO. OF TIME INTEPVALS = ~

ANNUAL INFLATION RATE
ANNUAL INTEREST PATE

= .0 7 0
= .lno

NO. OF MODIFICATION SCrlEMES = 3

SCHEME \10.
1
2
3

COST <DOLLARS)
0.00

500000.00 .
20000CO.OO



PREDICTTON PERIon
CONFIDENCE OF PPEOIcTIU~ = .~50

PGA LEVEL

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
E3

AMBIENT PERIOD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FR014 (G)

0.000
.050
.15')
.250
.351)
.450
.ssa
.650

FROM {G>

0.000
.()5n
.ISo
.250
.350
.450
.55(1
.65D

TO (G)

.0;;;0

.15 r)

.250

.3S0

.450

.SSG

.6':30
o.oeo

TO (G)

.oso

.150

.250

.350

.450

.5sa

.650
0.000

PP08td3 It I ry

0.0';0
0.000

.100

.2CO

.400

.200

.100
0.000

PROBABILITY

.200

.300

.200

.150

.100

.050
0.000
0.000

DAMAGE STATE CLASSIFICATION:
DAMAGE STATE = 1 EARr~OUAKE DAMAGE ONLY
DAMAGE STATE = 2 EART~QUAKE + FIRE DAMAGE
DAMAGE STATE = 3 FART~OUAKE + SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE
DAMAGE STATE = 4 EART~OUAKE + FIRE + SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE



SCH(ivlE NO.::: 1
PREDICTION PERIOn •••

PG,A. LEVEL = 1
Reproduced from

PROBf,8 It I TY OF FI'=<t:: = .010 best available copy.

PP08AtlILITY OF s. s. f'\ILURE = .010

f) At"l AGE. STATE NO::: 1 2 3 4

PROHtd:d ,_ I TY:: .980 .010 .010 -DOO
STRL. ot\!"'. PATIO .05:) .500 .500 .7(,0

ARCh 01\ r.J1 • RATIO .05"1 .6()O .600 .6c;O
r-1ECH DAM. RATIO .0So .200 .3QG .;.1)0
ELEC. Df1~~. RATIO .050 .400 .200 • '.::; 0 (}

PGA LEVEL = 2

PR08A,BIlITY OF FIRE = .050
PROHABII_ITY OF s. S. Fi.\fLURE = .020

DAt"AGE STATE NO= 1 2 .3 4

PROBABIl.ITY= .931 .049 .019 .,,01
STRL. DAM. RA.TIO .100 .550 .Ssa _lOO
ARCH OA:\1. PA.TIO .lS0 .650 .650 .7" 0
,\iECh DM·'l. PATIO .100 .250 .350 .6. f; 0
ElEC. D..t1. I"1. r:<ATIO .100 .450 .250 .'lOO

PGA Lt:VEL = 3

PROBAB IL ITY OF FIRE = .11)0
PPOBABIL ITY OF s. s. F4ILURE :: .050

DAMAGE ST.A TE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBABILITY= .855 .095 .045 ·0°5
STRL. OM". RATIO .150 .600 .600 .::<OC
ARCH OAt" • PATIO .201) .700 .700 .750
MECH OM"'. PATIO .150 .JOO .40G .S00
ELEC. OAM. RATIO .ISa .500 .300 -550

PGA LtVEL ::: 4

PROBt8 It ITY OF FIRe. ::: .159
PR08ABILITY OF s. S. F i~ TLURE ::: .10:1

DA!-1AGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4

PROBA8ILITY= .765 .135 .085 • 'ilS
STRl. DM,i. RATIO .200 .650 .6S0 .'300
ARCH DA~'l. RATIO .300 .700 .700 .750
~~ECH D II ~·1 • RATIO .200 .400 .400 .SSG
ElEC. D~M. ;:U-ITIO .200 .500 .300 .~CG

PGA LtVEl = 5

PROBABILITY OF FtPF: ::: .250
PROBABILITY OF s. s. F~lLURE = .151)

OM4AGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PR08ABILITY= .638 .213 .113 • r, 38
STPL. OAf'" • ?~TIO .300 .700 .700 .q5il

APUi DAl'" • kinIO .400 .700 .700 .71.)0
r-\ECH DAM. PATIO .250 .500 .400 .c,co
ELEe. [) tH4 • ~ATr0 .250 .500 .300 .f-·(;O

PGA lEVFL = 6
0--'



PR08ABILITl' OF FIRE : .300
PR08Ad Il ITY OF ~ s. Fi:.tLURE : .zoe-.
DAI'-1AGE c Tt~ TE NO: 1 2 3 4

PR08i'.d It I T'f: .SbO .240 .14;J • n6(;

STRL. OCd'''1. RATIO .400 .800 .700 • '350
ARCH D~N. PATIO .5/)0 .75U .71)0 .~~[)O

MECH D:~ ~l • RATIO .300 .550 .450 ."'c;0
ElEe. O<'1r"1. RA no .300 .600 .4,)(1 .7(';(\

PGA LEVEL : 7

PP08tl,t:HL IT Y OF FIRE : .400
PROBABILITY of S. S. FAILURE = .250

DAi-lAGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PPORA8ILITY: .450 .3no .150 -100
STRL. Dt:.r4. RATIO .500 .850 .700 .gOO
ARCH DAM. RATIO .600 .750 .700 .Q1)0

MECI-; OlHl. RATIO .3511 .600 .450 .700
ELEC. D!\,..l. PATIO .400 .600 .450 .700

PGA LEVEL = '3

PROBABILITY OF FIRE : .bOG
PROBABILITY OF S. S. F iqLURE : .300

DAMAGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBABILITY: .280 .420 .12U .1(' n
STRl. O!\M. P,HTO .600 .900 .7(10 .GSO
ARCH Di\i'J1. PATIO .700 .800 .750 .c;c;O
1v1ECh UM~ • ~ATIO .l+OO .700 .50Q .750
fLEC. DAM. R.I\TIO .SOo .700 .550 .gOO

CASE: 1
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

FIRE ANO SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE PROBABILITIES AS SHOWN =

CASE = 2
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE WITH
PROBA8ILITY OF FIRE DISREGARDED:

2629917.50 DOLLARS.

2192525.00 DOLLARS.

CASE: ]
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH
PROBABILITY of SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE DISPEGARDED : 2420150.00 DOLLARS.

CASE = 4-
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE NITH
PROBABILITY OF 80TH FIRE AND
SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE CISREGARO~D: 1942000.00 DOLLARS.



SCH[tv1E NO. = 1
;Hv1R lENT PERIOD •••

PGA LEVEL = 1

PR08t.BII_ITY OF FIRE:. = .nD
PRORi\BILITY OF s. s. F,'.; TLURE :::: • VIe

DAr-1AGE sTA TE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBABILITY= .98() • ell 0 .010 .f~()O

STRl. DlIf"1. RATIO .O5{l .500 .500 .700
ARCh Dl'\ lv' • PATIO .050 .600 .600 .AC,O
"'lECH DAtA. RATIO .050 .200 .300 • 4(\ 0
ElEe. D~M. RIHIO .050 .400 • 2 1J 0 ~r'\n

• ~ lJ .~

PGA LEVEL ::: 2

PPORtPIlITY OF FIRE = .050
PROB 1\8ILITY OF S. S. F:QlURE :::: .020

DA'4A(JE ~TATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBABltITY= .g31 .049 .019 • I) I) 1
STPL. I] fiJI! • RATIO .1OC .550 .550 .700
ARCH Or4H. PATIO .lse .650 .650 .7no
WIECh D~i\1. RATIO .100 .250 .35iJ .400
ELEC. OAN1. PATIO .100 .450 .250 .SOO

PGA lEVEL ::: 3

PROBA,BILITY OF FIRE = .100
PROBA8IlITY OF s. s. F;\ I lURE = .050

DAt'-1AGE sTATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBA8ILITY= .855 .095 .045 • !'lOS
STRl. DCM. RATIO .150 .600 .600 .QOO
ARCH ,DAM. RATIO .200 .7(1) .700 .750
t-1ECH D/W. RATIO .150 .300 .400 .sOO
ElEe. DAt.1. RATIO .15(\ .500 .300 .S5()

PGA LEvEL :: 4

PROBABIL lTY OF FIRE = • 1 c:; 11

PROBAdILITY OF s. s. FI~ILURE :: .100

DAt-IAGE ST,lITE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBABILITY= .765 .135 .Od5 .~; 15
STRL. Df'.!"! • RATIO .200 .650 .650 .300
ARCH oArA. RATIO .300 .700 .700 .75(\
MECH D~tv!. RATIO .200 .400 .400 .~50

flEC. I.J At" • RATIO .200 .500 .300 .,;,fiO

PGA LEV!:l :: 5

PROBA8ILITY of FTf.<E = .250
PROBABILITY OF s. s. F("llURE = .15')

OAf'" AGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PPORABILITY= .63.'3 .213 .113 • ',31:'>
STRl. I) M-1 • RATIO .300 .700 .700 • !<50
ARCH DAil! • PA flO .4,}0 .700 .700 .7c-O
tv!ECH D.\M. RATIO .251) .5 () 0 .4(;0 .f-(;O

ELEC. UA~I. Q,1TICt .250 .500 .J00 • to,1) 0

PGA lE.VEl = 6
t>-\



PQOb4HILITY OF FIPE = .300
PROHA8ILITY OF s. S. Fr\1lURE = .ZOG

DAMAGE STATE 1\0= 1 2 3 4
PPOB.A6 I I IrY= .560 .240 • 1/~ 0 • r 6(,
STRl. [) i\ rA • PATIO .400 .Bao .7GO .;';'::-0
ARCH 01\1'''. PATIO .5 (\ 0 .750 .700 • ':J. 0 (}
r"lECH Dt.lvl. RAT I \) .300 .550 .450 • .:-50
ElEC. Dt... M. RATIO .30') .600 .400 .70 (\

PGA LeVEL = 7

PROBABILITY OF FIRE. = .40r
PROBABILITY OF S. S. F"'ILURF = .25!J

DAi-1AGE STATE NO= 1 2 ] 4
RROB~8ILIT'(= .45n .JOO • 150 .100
STRl. 0\M. RATIO .500 .850 .700 .QOG
ARCH DAM. PATIO .600 .750 .70e .900
MECH D!'ll\~. PATIO .350 .600 .450 .700
ElEC. D.tlM. RATIO .400 .600 .450 .700

PGA lC:VEl = 8

RR08.AB IL I TY OF FIRE = .600
PRORABILITY OF s. S. FAILURE :: .300

GAMAGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4
PROBAI::lILITY= .280 .420 .120 .1P.O
STPl. D·'\t-1. RATIO .fiOO .9QO .700 .Cl50
ARCH D.AM. RATIO .700 .800 • 7'50 .Q50
!'-1ECH Or... ;4. '<ATIO .4(.1<, .700 .5UO .75e
ELEC. D,"\t-" • RATIO .50C .700 .5S0 .POO

CASE: = 1
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE WITh
FIRE ANa SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE RR08A8ILITIES AS SHOWN =

CASE = 2
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

PROBABILITY of FIpE UIS~EGAPDED =

13?3079.60 OOlLfRS.

1108755.00 DULL~PS.

CP.SE = 3
TOTAL EXPECTED DA~AGE~ITH

PROBABILITY OF SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE DISREGARDED = 1214230.00 DOLLARS.

CASE:::: 4

TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH
PPOBABILITY OF BOTH FIRE AND
SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE DISREGARDED=



SCHEr.1[ NC.= 2
PRE 0 leT lOt-: PERIOO •••

PGA LEVFL ::: 1

PP08AB If ITY OF FIFE ::: .;j U;
P C 0t3A8IL ITY OF s. s. FAILURE ::: .010

flAt-1AGE STATE NO::: 2 :3 4

PPOf.<;\HILITY::: .9dO .010 .010 • () CI)

STRL. OeM. RATIO .010 .250 .250 " c; !'\
.' j v

ARCH oAj\1. FATIO .no .300 .300 .330
i·1ECH D~t<il. PATIO • \)1 0 .100 .15(1 .?no
ElEC. DAtA. RATIO .010 .2::10 .100 .?SfJ

PGA LEVEL ::: 2

PROBAr3ILITY OF FIPE ::: .050
PR06l\BILITY OF s. s. FI\ !LUR~ =: .02G

DAMAGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 <+
PROBABILITY:: .931 .049 .019 • !) 01
STPL. UL\M. Q{\T10 .020 .2130 .280 .150
ARCH DAH. RATIO .030 .330 ,- ". f\ .·e:-O• j.j ,)

MECrl D A~~ • °ATIO .020 .130 .1 80 .?OO
FLEC. oA1'~. RATIn .u20 .230 .130 .?SO

PGA LEVEL ::: .3

PROBABILITY of FIRE ::: .100
PROBABILITY OF s. S. F i~ I LURE :: .050

DA~J1AGE STATE NO::: 1 2 3 4

PR08M3I Lr TY::: .855 .095 .04':5 .ne5
STPL. D/1M. R.l'lTIO .030 .300 .3(:0 • {d; C
ARCH DAM. RATIO .1)40 .350 .350 • ~~ B{)
MECH ol\ ~~ • PATIO .030 .150 .200 .;)SO
ElEC. DAt'-' • RATIO .OJO .250 .150 • .?Fi, ()

PGA LEVEL ::: 4

PR08l\B It I TY OF FIRE = .15 n
PROF3AtlILITY OF S. s. F;\ILURE :::: .100

OM4AGE ST.~TE NO= 1 2 3 4

PROBABILITY= .765 .135 .;)85 • '\ 15
STRL. DAM. RATIO .040 .330 .330 .!~ (\ 0
ARCH OlV·1. RATIO .060 .351) .350 .180
MECH DtiM. RATIO .040 .200 .200 .?80
ELEC. OMJI. GATIO .040 .25(1 el50 .·00

PGA LE:VEL = 5

PR08AHIt ITY of FIRE = .250
pp08AYILITY OF S. s. F:.<TLURE ::: .15t

DM·1l1GE <;T.I\ TE NO::: 1 2 3 '+

PROo:;t:..tlILITY:: .638 .213 .113 • "3~
STRL. D~M. PATIO .061} .350 .350 .430
ARC>1 l){l. fA • RtlTIO .080 .350 .350 • ]/-< I)

t'-iECh O~i'vI. PATIO .050 .250 .200 • :H)O
ELEC. D"i,'. RATIO .050 .250 .150 ."'1nn

PGA LEVEL :::: 6 \')- f C



PPOBA8ILITY OF FFo/E ::: .300
Pr.<ORArJII_ITY OF S. S. F"ILLJR~ ::: .200

DM·1AC,E STATE t-'O= 1 2 J 4

PROBABILITY::: .S6!} .240 01 40 • ''itO
STRL. D.!'J.~.1. PATIU .08C .4 '}O .350 .:.30
ARCH OAiet • h;tJTIG .100 .38C .350 .400
r,1ECt-' DlM. PATIO .()6Q .280 .23.) • '33('
flEC. D:1H. f:ATln • .:] b t) .300 .200 1 C; (,

• .. ' v

PGA Lf:VFL = 7

PPOBAf::iILITY OF F1RE ::: .400
PPOB.At:iILITY OF S. S. Ft,ILURE ::: .250

DAMAGE ST,\IE NO: 1 2 3 4

PP08llt3It.ITY::: .45'1 .300 .150 • 1 00
STPL. Dt,.. f,1. RATIO .100 .'+30 .350 • ,... 50
ARCH DAr,' • RATIO .120 .380 .351; .450
r·1ECH D/Hi. PATIO .(;70 .30e .230 .35(.
ElEe. oA (vi • PAT I () .Ct30 .300 .230 .~50

PGA LEVf:l ::: 8

PROBAd IL ITY of FIR:: = .600
PF08/.BILITY OF s. s. F !~ I l lJRF. ::: .30/'1

DA~AAGE STAlE NO= 1 2 3 4

PR08,'t3 IL I TY::: .280 .420 .120 .1se
STRl. D ~tA. RI\T10 .120 .450 .350 .480
ARCh Ol'lM. RATIO .140 .400 .380 .4Ri)

t'-1ECH DrIM. PATIO .(JBO .35C .250 .1kO
ELEC. DtM. ;:<ATIO .IOC .350 .280 .4no

CASt: = !

TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

FIRE ANn SUR STRUCTURE
F AI L UREPR0 RA8 I LIT I f S i\ 5 SH0 '.<j 1\) =

CASE = ?
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

PRoBA8ILITY OF FIRE OIS~EGAROED =

957900.50 DOll "IRS.

610985.00 DOLLARS.

CASE = 3
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE WITH
PR08.AB I l I TY OF SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILU~E DISREGARDED = 783680.00 OOLL~RS.

cr~SE = 4
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH
PROBABILITY OF 80TH FI~E AND
SU8STRurTuRE FAILURE DISREGAROED=



SCHEfvlE t'H) • : 2
11)-48 lENT PEPIOO •••

PGA LE VEL ::

PROHMHL ITY (iF F I'~E :: .010
PROBA8ILITf OF s. c

F~ILURE = .010J.

DAMAGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4-

PROBABILITY= .9S!) .010 .01(. .((;0

STPL. 0111-1. RATIO .010 .250 .25C ."15n
ARCH DAM. PATIO .Ola .300 .300 .] 3(J
~"'ECH 0410. RATIO .010 .100 .1S(; .;::'U(I

ELEe. Out>1. PA TID .010 .200 .1CO .;::50

PGA LEVEL : 2

PROt3AH IL lTY OF FIRE ::: • Cd 3 +J

PP08A8ILITY OF s. s. F f, ILURE : .020

DM"AGE STl\TE !'!O: 1 2 3 4

PROBABILITY: .931 • 'J49 .019 • n(i 1
STRL. Dl\M. RATle .020 .280 .280 • ,150
ARCH D!:l,1A • PATIO .030 .330 .33G .150
MfCH [)/\M. PATIO .020 .130 • lSi) .?ilC

ELEe. l) :':IM. PATIO .020 .230 .130 .250

PGA LEVl::L = 3

PROBABILITY OF F I Rt~ = .100
PROBABILITY OF 5. s. F l\ I LURE ::: .050

DAivlAbE STATE NO= 1 2 3 L...

PROBAtlILITY::: .255 .095 .045 .ous
STPL. DM"'. RATIO .030 .300 .300 • "d1 0
ARCh OeM. PATIO .0'+0 .350 .350 • ":1.'j(\

r-lECH DAtvl. RATIO .030 .150 .ZOO .?5C
(LEe. [)l',M. qATIf) .030 .250 .150 • ?('--;O

PGA LtVl::L : 4

PPOBA1:HLITY OF FIRE = .150
PP08 At; I LIi( OF s. s. F.AILURE :: .10(;

o A,'''l AGE ST.ATE NO= 1 2 3 i.l.

PROBABILITY: .765 .135 .0bS .'~ 1 S
STRL. OM". RATIO .()40 .330 .330 .:'f'C

ARCH DAM. PATIO .060 .350 .35D .180
MECH O.'1M. RI\TIO .040 .2no .200 .?HO
ELEC. OMA. RATI!] .040 .250 .151., • 100

PGA LEVt:L : 5

PPOBiit3ILITY of FrRE = .25.:1
PP08t..tJILITY OF s. s. F i\ {LUPE = .lc.;"

OA;\1AC,E STATE NO= 1 2 3 i.l.

PPOt3AtJ I LIT Y= .638 .213 .113 • ':38
STPL. 0/\,(·1. RATI:] • '160 .350 .350 ". <';

• y -' '.'

ARCH OM-~ • RATIO .080 .350 .35') • "1/-)0
t<'ECM OM!;. PATIO .(\50 .250 .2DO • -W0
ELEC. 01\1'1. PATIO .05 1) .250 • lSI) .'~ <": {)

1°....(~
PGA LEVF:L 6:



PR08t>8ILITY OF FIRE = .3aD
PFObAi"3IL TTY OF S. ~. Ft.IlUR~ = .20n

DAfAArJE STATE 1\0= 2 J ....
PP08A8ILITY= .560 .240 .140 .1"';60
STPL. D.\M. Rt.TIO .08C .1.+;} 0 .35U ·:... J i)

ARCH OAr.~ • PATIO • J i'a ~ >:. ('~ .JSG .40C;• ~~ ,~, 'v

MECh o t,;"1. RATli) .(lbD .2dO .23') • -. 3,=,
ElEC. OiH,j. q,n rn • 060 .300 2" . "l c:: t''.'. •. '.' 'j •

PGA Lt-VEL = 7

PPOI:3.1i8ILITY OF FIRE = .400
PROBAt3ILITY OF s. S. FAILURE = .251

DAtJ1 AGE STATE 1\0= 1 2 3 4-

Pl-<ORABII.ITY= .lf50 .3('0 .150 .;00
STPL. DI\M. RATIO .100 .430 .350 • (~5 r
ARCH Dl\p;l. RATIO .12 C .380 a35Q .uSC
MECH DAM. hlATIO .01'1 .3')0 .23C • .... " r;
ELEe. 01'1;'11. RATIO .060 .3 (\ 0 .230 • ~~- 0

PGA LEVEL = 8

PROt3A8IL ITY OF FIRE = .600
PROBf.. tnL ITY OF s. s. F;\ILURE = .30t'

OAiV1AGE STATE NO= 1 2 J '-'
PRORt..BILITY= .280 .420 .120 • 1

>:';J

STRL. D",t.,. RATIO .120 .450 .350 .!+bO

ARCH D fi ~J, • RATIO .141] .400 .380 .48
tvlECh Dl\M. QATIO .080 .3S0 .250 • -18
ELEC. D,\tv; • PATIO .IOO .35C .280 .4(1

CASE = 1
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE wITH
FIRE ANO SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE PROBABILITIES 4S SHOWN =

CASE = 2
TOTAL EXPECTEe DAMAGE WITH
PPORA8II.ITY OF FIRE UIS~EGAROFO =

C/.\Sr: = 3
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

PRORABILITY OF SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE DISREGAPOEU =

CASE = L.I-

TOTAL EXPECTED OAMAGE ~ITH

PP08A8Il ITY OF BOTH FIRE ANi)
SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE OISREGARQED=



SCHEME r,jn. = 3
PREDICTION PERIOD •••

PGA LEVEL ::

PR08ABILITY OF FIRE = .01G
PPOBABILITY OF S. S. F~ILUP~:: .010

DAi'i\AGE S I ATE NO::
PR08A8ILITY=
STRL. DAM. PATIO
f.;,PCI-< 0/',,-1. RATIO
Jl-iECt-i OAH. PATIO
ELEC. DAM. PATIO

PG4 LEVEL: ;;:

1
• <jS(]

.OOP,

.Goa

.008

.0 11 8

2
.('10
.2\10
.240
.080
.160

3
.010
.2GC
.240
.lc'U
.08lJ

4

• (~ \; C
.? F;~ r;
.?hO
.1 k G
.? f; ()

PROBAbILITY OF FIRE = .050
PROBABILITY OF S. S. FAILURE = .020

OM'1A,Gf S TATE NO:
PRORt-,tl It lTY=
STPL. D.~Iv!. pATIO
ARC H [) M;J. RAT I 0
HECH GAfv\. ;::>ATIO
fLEC. DaM. RATIO

PGA LEVFL: 3

1
.<j31

.Olf,

.024

.016

.n16

2
.il4<j

.220

.260

.100

.180

3
.019
.22C
.260
.14 !J
.lOC

4

• 'j r 1
.?8 ~)

·?f'D
.160
• ? r, (;

PROBABILITY OF FI;::>E = .080
PP08/',BILlTV OF S. S. FCdLURE = .050

OAI'1AGE <;T A IF NO=
PR08AdILITY=
STRL. D.:\f'ft. RATIO
ARCH OI\M. QATIO
f-1 ECH 0 .f).. ",1. P. AT I 0
ELEe. 0 !'l [,;1. RAT I I)

PGA LEVEL = 4

1
.874
.024
.032
• :)24
.024

;;:
.076
.240
.280
.120
.200

3
.0 L;.i)

.24G

.2.1.30

.16(;

.120

4
•.') .')4

.32rj
• lilt)
.? n 1')

.220

PR081lBILITY OF FIRE: .120
PPOBABILITy OF S. S. FAILURF = .100

fjA!-1AGE STATE NO=
PROBABILITY=
STRL. DAM. RATIO
ARCH DAM. R.ATIO
,<1 ECH 0 [Hoi. RAT I 0
fLEC. OMit. ;'?ATIO

P(3A LE Vf:L = c;

1
.792
.032
.'124
.032
.032

2
.108
.260
.280
.160
.200

3
.Od2
.260

.• 280
.160
.leO

'+

.n12

.120

.~oo

./120

.?Lt'1

PP08A6ILln OF FTfJE: .200
PR08A8Il_ITY OF S. S. F~ILURE =
DAMAGE SHITE 1\0=
PP08ABILITY=
STPL. D1\i<I. Rfl,TIO
ARCH DL'lH. PATIO
~~ ECh 0 M·j. P /1 TI J
ELEe. D:it'l • q ATI 0

PG~ LEVEL = 6

1
.68')
.1)'+8
.('64

.040

.U'+~

• 15']

2 3 4

.l7f1 • 120 .'130

.280 • 28C .<40

.2dO .280 • j ;~} 0

.2 <, 0 .}60 • ;:;1..,,(,

.2(;0 .l2Q .?40



PR08,t,8ILITY OF FIRE = .?40
PR08AbIL TTY OF s. s. F~ILUk[ :: .20;

DA1'1.14 GE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4

PROBf.l,d I LIT Y:: .6{Y'3 .192 .152 • "4.,."

STRL. !) t.d", • PATle) .064 .320 .280 .'4(;
ARCH D.6.1"1. PATIO • 08 tj .300 .2(1) "'?"• ~ ,... IJ

~J'E Ch D!~tv1 • PATIO .048 .220 ·1(3(; .?f,(i

ElEe. OI\H. CATliJ • ~"'4M .240 • 16u .?F(:

PGA LEVEL = 7

PR08AtJILITY OF FIRE = .3S!)
PPOYc.BILITY OF S. s. F\I LUR~ = .2S~

oAjv1 A(j[ STATE NO= 1 2 3 Ll-

PR08AtiIL ITY= .488 .263 .lb3 • ",1-:>8
STPL. OI\M. RATTi) .080 .340 .28iJ .160
ARCH DAM. RATIO • 100 .30G .280 • ", ('<;
MECti DM·1. RATIO .056 .240 • lSG .280
ElEC. DAf". PATIU .064 .240 .180 .";)8('

PGt\ lEVEL :: 9

PR08AbILITY OF FIRE :: .SQO
PROBA8ILITY OF s. s. Fi\IlURE = .30 ~)

DAMAGt STlITE NO= 1 '"' 3 4c
PPOi::?L'.BIIITY= .350 .350 .ISO • 15i)
STPl. Dil rJ\ • qATIO .100 .360 .280 • '1(-< 0
APCH Dtlr·1 • RATIO .1 10 .320 .300 "'lH f'

• ,_.J ,.)

MECH o ,~'Vl. PATIO .064 .280 .200 .J00
ElEe. DfI,~-1. PATIt) .080 .280 .220 .<20

CASE = 1
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE WITh
FIRE AND SUBSTRUCTURE
F fJ I LUREPP 0 BA8 I l IT I ES .4 5 S H0 \II j\i =

CASE = ?
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

PP08ABIL ITY QF FIRE DISREGARDED =

7051~7.98 DOLLaRS.

4803JR.OO OOLLARS,

CASE = 3
TOTAL EXPECTED OAMAGE ~ITH

PPOBA8ILITY OF SU8STRUCTURE
FAILURt DISREGARDED = 558414.40 OOLLtRS,

CASE = 4.

TOTAL EXPECTfO OA~AGE ~ITH

P~OBABILllY OF 80TH FI~E AND
SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE DISREGARDED=

\O-/b



SCHP1E t"jC. = 3
Af\.l8IENT PEKIOO •• •

PGll. LlV;:l =

PRORABILITY OF FIPC = .(10
PROStlAI! TTY OF s. S. FflILUKE :: .(lin

o Af>qGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4

ppOaAi3IL 1TY= .98') .010 .01 :) • CI n0
STPL. DArvj. RATIU .00<"'3 .200 .20e .? r-o ()

ARCH D.i'lH. Pt>TIO .008 .240 .240 .?6C
!c1ECH OI\M. PATIO .Q08 .080 .120 • If-O
FLEe. OAr0. RATIO .008 •u"o .080 .?00

PGA LEVEL :: 2

PRObA8ILITY OF F-PI=" = .0501 -
PRORI\BILITY OF s. s. Fd,ILUkE = .020

OAMAGE STi~TE NO= 1 2 3 4

PROSA8 IL ITY:: .931 .049 .019 • nn 1
STRL. otH·1• RATIO .016 .220 .220 .?brj
ARCH OAH. PATIO .n24 .260 .200 .?20
~J,ECH Dt, t." • ;<ATIO .016 .}00 .140 • 1 t· I)
ELEC. D1\1'1. RATIU .Ql6 .180 .100 .;J(iO

PGA LEVFL = 3

PROBAIjILITY of FIRE = .:)80
PPOl:.3ABILITY of s. s. F,4ILURE = .050

DAM4GE STATE NO= 1 2 J 4

PP08;\Blt.ITY= .874 .076 .046 • f) ")4
STRl. OtiM. RATIO .024 .240 .240 .12:)
ARCh DAM. RATIO .032 .230 .280 .lon
MECH D .'\1'\. t:<ATIO .024 .120 .1 bO .?OO
fLEC. DM'! • PATIO .024 .200 .120 .;;2(':

PGA lEVEL = 4

PPOt-3.\BILITY OF FIRE :: .12 Q
PROBABILITY of s. s. FAILURE = .1 0 ~

DAivlAGE STATE 1\0= 1 2 3 4

PROB.ABI'_ITY= .792 .108 .Od8 .012
STRL. DI\,i"" • PATIO .032 .260 .260 .120
ARCH DAI\1. RATIO .024 " .2AO .280 .~ I) 0
MECH OllM. I=;ATIO .032 .1 bO • 160 .::::20
ELEe. Di'lM. FA TI I) .032 .200 .120 • ?4(i

PGA Lt:Vt'L = -

PRORAtlILITY OF FIR!::: = .200
PR08AtlILITY OF S. S. FAILURE = .1Se

DAt'lAGE O:;TATE f\0= 1 2 J 4

PROBABILITY= .63n .170 .1eC .n:3n
STRL. O~M. QATIIl .£148 .2:30 .28[' .l4::)

ARCh OA~" • PATIO .064 .2RO .280 • ~ f) t\

r·IEeh o '\~". QATIO .040 .200 .lou .?40
ElEC. o t\ !'i • PATIO .040 .200 .1eO .)4C

0-1'7
PGA LEVFl -- t



PR06,AB I LIT Y (,- FIRE = .24 (jJr"

Pf~Ot3 Ad I t. I Ty' OF s. s. Ft.ILLJRF = .200

OAHAGE <::TATE NO= 1 2 J 4
PPOBtlBILITY= .608 .192 .1':>2 .~ 4R
STRL. Otdv1 • PATIO .004 .320 .280 .<4(
ARCH 0,\,'1. RATIO .060 .3«1) /xn • ",? ~)" _.' -' '"

MECH DAI". PATlfJ • () '+ 8 .22 'J • 180 .?t=:.(J

ELEC. Dc.. ~J\ • PATFl • f;4H .240 • 16 tj .;;t:~j

PGA LEVEL = 7

PROBA8II_ ITY OF FIRE = .350
PR08A8ILITY OF S. s. F i~ ILUFF = 2t:: '1. ,_.' ~

DAMAGE STATE NO= 1 2 .3 4

PROBABILITY= .488 .263 .163 •.- P8

STRL. OM4. RATIO .OB.;.) .340 .280 .l6 f1

ARCH oJ\ ,,1. PATIO .1.) a .31)0 .280 .<h;j

f';lFCH D;\t'l. 0A TIO .C56 .240 .leo .?SO
ElEC. OM·1. PATIO .064 .240 .180 .?80

PGA LEVEL = 8

PRORABIL ITY OF FIPE = .500
PROBA8ILITY OF S. S. F.,\ ILURE: = .300

DM--1AGE STATE NO= 1 2 3 4

PROBABILITY= .350 .350 .150 .150
STPL. D!\104. RATIO .100 .360 .280 .<80
ARCH D!\M. PATIO .110 .320 .30e • -~ ,>.-, (;

MECi-l DIH.1. RATIO .064 .280 .200 .jGO
ELEC. DpM. RATIO .080 .280 .220 .'3? f;

CASt: = 1
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE WITH
FIRE AN~ SUBSTRUCTUPE
FAILURE PRORABILITIES AS SHOWN =

CASE = 2
TOTAL EXPECTED OAMAGE wITH
PP08AdILITY of FIRE DISREGARDED =

319602.94 OULl~RS.

221707.20 DULL~RS.

CASt: = 3
TOTAL EXPECTED DAMAGE ~ITH

PR08ABILITY OF SUBSTRUCTURE
FAILURE DISREGARDED = 256685.20 DOLLARS.

CASt. = 4
TOTAL ExPECTED DAMAGE wITH
PR08ABILITY OF 80TH FI~E AN0
SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE DISREGARDED=

c-t~



5 lJ ~·W ARY 0 F II NAL Y5 I S F 0 L L 0 i~ S

CASE =!
FIRE AN~ SU8STRUCTURE F~ILURE CONSIOERED

SCHEHE. ":0. =
COST OF "iOGIFIU,TION

DAMAGE i="RO"·l PRE). E. Q.

O.At-lilGE Ft-<O;vi AMB. PER. = 1
OAMAGE n.(ot,1 AMB. PER. = 2
DAlvlAGE FPO;'" AMB. PER. = 3
DAMAGE FROI'" AMB. PER. = 4

DAMAGE I:" ROl,.j AMB. PER. = 5

TOTAL EXPECTEC LOSS

CASE = ;:>

PROSAdI, ITY OF FIRE DISREGARDED

SCHEi'AE ~,!O. =

COST OF :AODIFIC~TION

DAMAGE FROtA PREU. E. Q.
DAMAGE FROiV1 AMB. PEp.. = 1
DAMAGE FROf,l At-Ib. PEP. = 2
DAMAGE FROt-, AMB. PER. = 3
DA!-1AGE FROrJl AMB. PEP. = 4

DAMAGE FRC,Ii\ AMB. PER. = 5

TOTAL EXPECTED LOSS

1

o. :) 0

223542g.i:l8
124602g.44
1105128.Y8

<180161.48
869325.24
771022.32

1

0.00

1863646.25
1044186.14
926110.02
821385.91
728503.95
646125.04

6029957.30

8]421C::.42
4C705':'.23
3(1)21"-.49
320201.77
2e399-~.49
25187q.63

2938 37·~. 04

2

5.1UOO'J.O()

519337.25
2fJ902C;.40
238604.]2
21162-;.87
187692.65
16646q.45

209275,').75

3

SY9375.78
3:);)990.72
?A6l1S4.P2
236767.68
2 " 9 9 q 4 • 1 ()
IH6?48.Ci6

3 Q )')331.16

3

?')f.iOOOO.i)O

4G8227.3n
2Ui3795.YR
1H5185.42
164244.73
14S672.01
129199.48

324J384.93

CASE = 1

PPOBABILITY OF SUBSTRUCTURE FAILURE DISREGARDED

SCHEME "~O. =

COST OF ~1 a 0 I FIe f~ TI 0 "i

DM1AGE FRm4 PRED. E. Q.

DM4AGE FRC"" AMB. PER. = 1
DAtvIAGE Fi=~or'i AMB. PER. = 2
DAMAGE FR0i'1 AMB. PEP. = 3
nAM.~GE FPOiV1 AMB. PER. = 4
DAMAGE FPcr'1 AMR. PER. = 5

TOTAL EXPECTED LnSS

1

0.00

2057127.50
1143518.75
1014210.15
899523.71
7978ns.96
707590.41

6619776.4H

2

50000n.GO

66612::<.00
3'3559 ,', • 26
2q7641.86
2f-,398!~.65

23413<.38
2')7657.6d

3

;),)[0000.(10

!~74652.2!'t

241737.U2
214401.50
19n157.c7
168654.19
1495.32 •.-'5

CASE = 4
PROBABILITY OF 80TH FI~E AND SUBSTRUCTURE FAILU~E OTSRE00ROED

SCHEi'·1f:: "'0. = 1 2 j

COST OF t..IOUIFIC!\TIlJ~ 0.00 SC0001;.OCi ;:J r", () 0 \) 0 • G1\

DAMAGE FROi"i PRED. E. Q. 1650700.00 330}41",.0" 2Sf:;A32.()'i
DA1'-1AGE I="POM At'-1B. PEP. = 1 928579.83 18571':;.97 141792.n7
DAMAGE FQC iv1 AMH. PER. = 2 823576.'+3 16471~.29 1257Sd.28
DM4AGE I="~Ct'l AMB. PEp. = 3 73044f>.77 146tlSQ.35 111531.59
DAMAGE FROivl AMB. PEp. = .:. 647848.16 p956:;.63 ':i2924.':17



OAMAGE FQCM A~8. PEG. = 5

TOTAL ExPECTED LOSS

574589.72

535574 .... ';17

114.917.96

157114;~.19

i_<n38.S3

?>J c2383.49




